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SECOND ADZIUAL REPORT
 

of the
 

AID-ABS Project
 

Major Cereals in Africa
 
G. F.Sprague
 

This report will include (1) current status of the project, (2) a
 
brief summary of accomplishments and) (3) detailed reports by location. 
The individual reports are extensive but sections 1 and 2 are sufficient 
to provide an adequate picture of developments.
 

CURRENT STATUS
 

This AID-ARS project was initiated in 1963. Two regional locations 
were planned, one in Nigeria and the second in Uganda and Kenya. In each 
region our staff would be associated with existing research institutions. 
The plan of operation would be to extend or supplement existing research 
programs through provision of additional staff equipment and financial 
support. The program is to be fully cooperative in all aspects. 

The program, as planned, can be divided into three major phases; coopera
tion with research institutions in Nigeria, Uganda and Kenya to enlarge and
 
provide additional support to programs designed to increase production of
 
the major cereals, (2) to sponsor and stimulate cooperative research among
 
all cc-antries within each region and, (3) to provide in-service training, at 
the headquarters stations, to individuals sponsored by their respective 
governments. 

The location of the current and proposed staff is indicated below:
 

Location Name Discipline When posted 

Institute for Agr. Res. 
Zaria, Nigeria 

O.J.Webster 
M. Futrell 

Sorghum Geneticist 
Pathologist 

Sept. 1964 
" 

0. York Entomologist Feb. 1966 

Kaduna, Nigeria 
K.R.Stockinger 
A. Kosage 

Soil Scientist 
Admin. Ass't. 

March 1966 
July i9W 

Moor Plantation
 
Ibadan, Nigeria J. Craig Maize Path.-Breeder Oct. 1965
 

Maize Research Centre
 
Kitale, Kenya S.A.Eberhart Maize Geneticist July 1964
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Serere Experiment Station
 
Serere, Uganda A. J. Casady Millet Geneticist Aug. 1965 1/ 

Entomologist April 1966,/ 
G.A.Schumaker Soil Scientist April 19661 

l/ These dates are tentative depending upon the completion of housing.
 

The research activities of our staff at each of the locations listed is 
fully cooperative. It would, therefor e be extremely difficult to separate 
accomplishments into segments assigning proper credit to the cooperating 
agency and to our staff. The present report, therefore, will not attempt 
any such separation but rather will endeavor to provide a meas-u-oe of total 
progress. A surnary of progress io presented in the following section to 
be followed by detailed reports from those locations where we have had. staff 
assigned prior to August 1965. 

SUMkRY 

The sorghum and millet program of the Institute for Agricultural Research, 
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria is extensive in scope and modern in 
outlook. Several thcusand ry ad. y::.Ald tet plots are devoted annually 
to the improvement phases of this progrEm. 

Previous work has indicated tha-6 yield increases can be obtained by 
pedigree selection within locally adapted sorghum varieties. Improved strains 
exhibiting yield- increases of 20 percent have been obtained. Such improved 
types are now being included in provincial trials to establish their areas of 
adaptation vIth the objeztive of increase and distribution of su.peric:r tes. 

The y:i;ld potential of local types is Zr. and maa.or ircra ..n yLd
will deperi upon the introduction of new vah'!.Zes ] ?reLZs.na:ar. hbz:.ds. 
studies have estab.%shed the yield a of U. S. hybii£,. W'.' theIi 
are high yielding i;hey are unsuited ,r!oc~i c-C.ture as tiey matur !d<-in 
the rainy season. Extensive studies a.' "def:%ay to deve.op adapted c . 
plasmic sterile female parernts and r-s', r ii.-es. Thfs nh,mater-s2. L,.s 
very promising and adapted high ylelcing l2ybeids shotad be ava.lab __e wIthin 
the next few years. The World Sorghux. CD2aE.--tIon (50C, !;) is being grown 
and evalaated for rto ', he importnt d:.saases. 

Maize has not been a comon crop in the Northhern Region of Nigeria. Pre
liminary experiments suggest it may comuiete favorably with sorgham in some 
areas of the region and breeding elnd cultuval studies have been Initiat:d. 

http:reLZs.na
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In the drier areas of the Northern Region7 the Pennisetum r-lets are 
an important food cl -p. Cultural studies have shown a direct relation 
between stand level and yield, with yields of 619 pounds per acre at stands 
of 3,500 plants per acre to 1,357 poidns per acre at 57,600 plants per acre. 
Selection experiments have been effective in isolating types which are 
superior to local varieties. Some of these selections are being increased 
for possible distribution.
 

The World Millet Collection (approximately 2,000 items) is beirg grown
at Kano, Nigeria. Promising material from this collect!onhas w1l s 

selections are being crossed to cytoplasmic sterile strains with the hope of
 
finding suitable parents for the production of hybrids. 

Studies have been initiated at Serere, Uganda on the Eka-i-.Le an- -i 
tu millets. The Serere collection of finger milets (Eleusine) have e 
evaluated and the more promising varieties have been increased for regio.i 
testing. The World collection (724 varieties) was grown in 1965 for orve
tion. One of the disease resistat types has been crossed adapted esIth 

in an attempt to combine disease resistance and high yield. 

In previous studies introduced types of Pennisetum have been compared 
with local types. Six open-pollinated varieties of the Zuart-Ltgu type have 
been identified as superior in yiel.d to the zommon.y grown local varieties. 
These are quite variable and additional selection wi3Z be undezaken. These 
superior strains are also being crossed to cytop2asmic starility sozcr,-s to 
determine whether hybrids are feasib.e. 

Studies on grain sorghum have in-:.!uded three samewhat separate phases; 
the development of bird resistant types, the development of fully fertile 
tetraploid types and the development of suitable hybrld.s. Xxparim .atal 
crosses involving the U. S. ster.le type, Comb±ie 1!ir 60v have shown pro
mise. This sterile source, however, is too susceptible to the central shoot 
fly to provide a sound basis for the development of hybrid so:ghum. Ctc 
plasm-ic ster.lity is being transferred into adapted types. When these- be
come available the comercial product:o' of bzod sorghum for tLi. area is 
a definite possibility. The Kenya Seed CompaZ' is ma.lkcg plans to unae 
the production of hybrid sorghum seed as quickly as sultable pare::.tA he been 
isolated and identified. 

Phenomtnal progress has been achieved by the Maize program L Kenya. 
Work is currently being conducted at two locations; Kitale and Yat-zrat',. 
Limited. production of conventioral double-crosses was in tiatei 1963 in'.n 

eheaK'it ale.... ogram. This seed was offered under a package arrangement. 
gac purchaser of hybrid seed was required to buy the reco ended amcInt of 

http:pare::.tA
http:Eka-i-.Le


I zE.zr. ani fnec2.c..ie and io follo-.w c--a P~.c2fi n 
ciractiL";s . a Spite of a yearly doub-ling of ~eipri :ut- .. -7"z 
suppl~y has never equalled the demarnd. This s-yitam has -,,~he 
effec-t oni ag: 1 ..- ,Ur9I produ.-tion. Yeld vncreasts a ve bj t+hr- iw 

~hs. cxb reI sucer-o:it of eadc, ;f t'-C 	 .~ vm :a'-Iz2 

r-actic-e. a effect hyjbrid maize i-s consf.erad as a :,. w nr,-z a.nd no P~ 
have been encc ttvrzed thr'ugh attemptS 4: Ltujlt1Z - se . d-genevratL.0fl sed 

~The ,nbr.d.tyrogran at Kl.ta2.e, K.-ya was ci ''bsdO 
uie o-f ra - I-,- duzti,on ez-d *:-.onvnt .oral Tese. hav- zc& 


Innreases of 25-30 percelnt,. a figire comparsable ot s
 
firstu drcub2e-crosses tv'4lized i.n the Un~te' States. More. r r:tly hac,
 

etenthe lo~ivar'.-:y- IV;j-,Nabeen establis~ed. that a varietal Ixyri:d 
Flat; Vlh:tIja) and a Cen,;raJ. Amarican type (Ec'ejor- 573) 9!-,,- l e-ase-, :*-f 
yield of 5'}-2l00 percent. This varietal. cros%. c--ently acl,!vJ~ts for 44he 

bulk of t:- r1 i s-bel being sc:. i~ Xa,-, GttC btxi-es have &t 

b.arX~ce ay~-ll 

Curren-, exvprL-menta.1 data conifirmn ',hf.s expec-.at~ton.
 
lnxeasesi l 	 in l-aasad fs...'~ 

The etsvegen,: tic studias and ey-e. xme:ta2 fZ~ !,aire c!i az

the aarLy stages of 	developing a maz~bre-ing pr-.graa.. 

at 	 : , aTheF seic-id maize br.-,ading p'ga is e 
low raIrnfal-. ara, and early dry~r' escaping ty;. pes are -n 

!of th.U 2.lmaiimitat-.on, improved -types have:poLi y 

approx;Lmatoe2.Y 50 percent.
 

Thezr- is need i'o: a thir-d bread.'6ng *:enta: at E~f.:) v t en--:-L 

F: OV4-re(- on of zhe most densely ppae&az7eas of K. :via. T-..-ea&r

* ar-ea req i rlng~~ZCo.4 mci2 tma-lt 1.:c be : s'~ 

* this prc,4pa, 	 xYarj be avail.atle from~ lo~iCa P! 4eO i3 

.entU'!- a-rt.L:2Ies ae &: 	 2e i,'j..
Nosc 

* 	 ~dtsease : n sore:,m end the, se.%on- Yv-I a newdedoj:m 
. 

h 
in thisW new txpe 'Us a Smro'PQi-. -,Dt sa--.g:yB2.lowv colcor 

C:c ." s "':.apro.-vltesn±n A potar.vc!y. As mfuI:let I~ tte I:en,:7-8* .foad. 
coul 	 r.vu~uTv,: tyri have 	 r4v 

Tvo regiornal Conferenes were he-d i ctober- .196-. r:n
hel.d at Za-rla, Nigeria was called by Dr. A. 0. Ade2.tnla, Se-:u---,ax-j Ge:ner... 

Ii
 

http:imitat-.on
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Scientific Technical and Research Commission of OAA. IcvItation- were sent 
to thirty-six countries to send delegates. When it became appare-t that no 
representation could be expected from the East African coutrles a ,econd 
conference was planned for Kitale, Kenya. 

Eleven countries were represented at the Zaria conference. The Nigerian 
Sorghum, Mllet and Maize breeding program was reviewed in detail and reports 
of current work were presented by delegates from each of the other countries 
represented. Plans were developed for the exchange of breeding Fltocks and for 
the expansion of a cooperative testing program. 

The conference held at Kitale, Kenya was equally effective. N±e countries 
were represented with a total of 26 persons in attendance. The nain emphasis 
of this conference was directed toward breeding procedures adapted to develop
ing countries with particular emphasis on the use of exotic germplasm. There 
was much interest in this program and plans were developed for s-u!pyl.1ag seed 
of exotic maize stocks to Malawi and Zambia. 

Although this project is still not fully staffed certain segments have 
been in operation for nearly two years. Our staff has enjoyed ex ei'ent 
cooperation and effective support from the cocp -at_'. a*- .. o 
our men are contributing significantly to the projects win :. i.' arE 
associated.
 

Two aspects of this project, as initially visualiz± , a-rI y..et; fully 
operative. These are: (1) the utilization of ou- profes.-t c7seI ' tn an 
advisory capacity by countries other than those wflere they ,ar: 3a,1,and 
(2) an adequate development of the in-service training f &- , ? 
felt, however, that some progress is being made in these areas.
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SORGHUM I1PROVEM-EN IN NORTERN NIGERIA 

by 

Andrews, D.J., Curtis, D.L. and Webster, 0.J. 

INTRODUCTION (D.L.C.)
 

The present program, which began in 1956, may be divided into 

several phases. A preliminary assessment of the local varieties grown 

at present, their uses and relative importance, was concluded in 1958 

when a comprehensive sample survey was carried out with the co-operation 

of the extension services. Between 1957 and 1961 replicated yield trials 

were conducted throughout Northern Nigeria to assess the performance of 

local varieties in different ecological zones. At the same time, pedigree
 

selection within the most promising local varieties was started at four
 

locations, and improved strains which have been developed are being
 

distributed to the farmer. Each year since the program began, exotic
 

varieties and more recently hJbrids have been tested. This work continues
 

but when it became apparent that exotic material was not likely to prove 

useful in high rainfall nreas, a libridisation program based on crosses 

between local Pnd introduced varieties was started. The hybridisation
 

program has produced a range of material from which stable lines for
 

female lines for use as parents in hybrid combinations
immediate release ar.i 

are being selected. 

As an adjunct to the main breeding program some genetical and 

cytogenetical studies have been started. 



PROLINARY SUsCS3DT (D.L.C.) 

SURVZY
 

821 sample panicles viere Poll3oted in the survey. The original 

panticles were photogr-phed, brtnches were preserved and seed has been 

maintained by growing all the accessions in nurseries -t Samaru. ach 

juestionnaire and information is .vr%.ilble on 

were 

sample was iccompanied by a 1

the uses, importance and distribution of the loc-J sorghums which 

collected.
 

Nigeria ,:.lthough crop residues mSorghum is grown for grain in 


fed to cattle or used in vrious other vwaiys. Mbst people yrefer 
abe 

white, flinty grain although there are import:-.nt arcs in the Su&an savanna 

(Keay, 1958) whcro gr-.in 7 ith .. yellow endosperm is :.ccepted. 

The samples ::ere clo.ssifid into seven races. 0' these seven races
 

four are economic ,l1y imporL,.nt and they .rc. dcscribed bri ffly.
 

Guinc-. race
 

Varicties r.re typical!ly t-l an,' '1, -rturinz ith loose, often 

pendulous panicles. The flnttened drains are o:.osed %t iturity between 

long, widely-gaping glums. 

The Guinea race should be regalrded s zan Ltdditional world group, 

ranling aith c,,Tir, ile, etc. It closely resembles tho sha,.llus. 

In "West Africa the Guine, race is distributed in the wet Guinea
 

savannas and in Nigeria this race prodomimtes as far north as latitude..
 

1 0 30' N.
 

http:imporL,.nt
http:import:-.nt
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Kaura race 

The Kriura race !s characterized by having large, round grains 

protruding from tightly adpressed glumes. The endosperm is usually yellow, 

containing carotenes,
 

Kaura varieties are l.rge grained kafirs, classified by Snowden 

(Snowden, 1936) as S. caudatum var Krstinianum. 

The Kaura race is most important in the densely populated central
 

Sudan savanna although varieties occur throughout Northern Nigeria. 

Farafara race 

Varieties in the Farafara race resemble large-grained kafirs without 

the dorsal hump and yellow endosperm characteristic of the Kaura grain. 

Varieties of this race are grown as alternatives to Kaura in the 

Sudan zone. 

Chad race
 

Chad varicties possess a grain which exceeds the glumes in length
 

at mnturity but is bent tovards the lower glume. The Chad race most closely 

resembles hegari. 

This race is predominant in north-eastern Nigeria but some varieties 

are grown as an early crop in other parts of the country. 
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REPLICATD YIELD TRIALS 

Results from replicated yield trials in which local varioties were
 

grovin in aveas wvheo.'o Thuy are not normally cultivated, showed quite clearly 

season.that local varieties are closely ridapted to the length of 

Thereforc !o-cra! , reas have boon delineated: a different variety or type 

is needed fo each area. Those areas in Northern Nigeria are as follows: 

Eastern Sudan Savynnn 

The sar1c vca?:iety can be grovin successfully in a large area around 

Lhiduguri in the eastern Sudan Savanna. Similar conditions may exist in 

parts of the northdln Sudan Savanna. It is thought that these areas offer 

the best nvczpoctz for the successful introduction of early maturing exotic 

varieties although locally ndaptod sorghums take from 80 to 90 days from 

so,ing to 'rith :"3 j 

Ceintral Sudan Sayanna 

This areas embraces patrts of the densely populated provinces of 

Katsina and Kano, It ic the most important sorghum growing area in Nigeria 

ail the strain a.'ecommended for use tales approximately 115 days from sowing 

to anthesis. 

Northern Guinea and Sub-Sudan Savanna 

SoveraJ. aruas at a latitude of approximately 11 0 0'N appear to offer 

similar growing conditions. Suitable local varieties take 1 25 to 130 days 

to anthesis from a sou;ing date in late May or early June. 



Southern Guinea Savanna
 

zones 
 a 
Sorghlm cu:'ivation extends southwards into ecological with 

,a75long rainy 0eason.. Local varieties may takr as long as 1 50Lrom sawing to 

from further north are unsuitable. The exact
anthosis, and varictic 

bourdarios of this area have not been determined. 

Derived Savanna 

long wet season is usually
Sorghum is cultivated in aroas where a 

As far as sorghum is concerned 
a short dry period in August.broken by 

yields from all varieties are low 
this represents a distinct area where 


major foodcrop in this 
area.
(4100 lb/acre). Sorghum is not the 

LOCAL VARIETIES (D.J.A.)PEDIGREE SELECTION W1ITHIN 


MTEIALS AND LOCATION
 

Selection has been practised on five varieties representing
 

the four most important Nigerian races of sorghum.
 

Zone
Race Selection Centre
Variety 


E. Sudan Savanna
Chad MaiduguriGvoza Local 

Kano Central S. Savanna 
Yar Gund Kaura 


Northern Guinea and)
Caffra ex Biye Farafara Samaru 

Sub-Sudan SavannaSamaru
Guinea
Farafara 


Southern G. Savanna 
Mola7a varieties Guinea Mokwa 

the Chad race and the seed has at Gwoza Local' is a variety typical of 


white pericarp and a coloured testa.
 

yellow grain containing carotene. 
'Yar Gunki' has a high-quality, hard, 

'Caffra ex Biye' possesses a hard, white grain 
of a higher quality than is
 

normal in the Farafara race.
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'Farnfara' vrioty of thc Giinon race under selection at Samaru has a 

whito or pewrly -hi ., '. n (--: h ouality. 

tI ow'ua varieties' are all of the Giinea race but later m.tueing than the 

Srim.ru 'V'rafare' variety. Porc-.rp colour mnay be white, yellow or red. 

iD:,THOD S 

At each centre, mtorial derived originlly from single plant 

selections made In f: : .. r crops, is represcntedi %ncohorts for successive 

years. These cohort.. .rc grown in yield triels and roselections of the best 

linos arc from replications. A control strr.in is inrn:rde rchcd included 

all trials. In the initiJl year, selections are growvn in a randomised block 

design but in subsequent years a compact fr.miJly block deain (Panso and 
jth 

Sukhatmo, 1954) with five replic-tions ond a plot size of - aore is used. 

Pedigreo solection is continued until the v,rinnco betwieen progenies within 

a family approtches the v.-ri.nce between dummy progenies in the control 

strain. Th1,s nc.mv,'l1y t,-Awn thre or four years. In the final year strair.z 

iro formed fro; ,ihe highesi violdj.n,, pxra-.. osn.d th;ose are then tested 

in trials at provinci l centros chosen to repr-scnt the eoolocial zones. 

10-ndomised block ,' i',tih . dsigns (,,r:iti-',tfrnV:rd plot size of 

ILh aerc) arrc u5011 flo, prnvincird. trials in which the latest strains art 
110
 

compored ith the bzst lor;- 1....r-Lty and i stnd-Lrd control. 

In rddition to yield performance, rtci ,Tccc-tl.bility comparisons 

arc ado bc-twen 3trainz, %na looi2 varictics by using the seed from trials 

for rciliorttod pril .tnbility to,,t, at uach location. 
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Eastern Sudan Savanna, Maiduu.ri 

Chad race 

A basic control G59 has given an average increase in yield of 248% 

of the local variety(685 lb/acro)at one provincial site (3 years) 

Although further selections have outyieldod the basic control by as zMoh 

as 26% at lhiduguri, they hrvo not maintained their superiority in 

provincial trials.
 

Central Sudan Savanna. Kano 

Kaura race 

Provincial No. of Moan Yield % Improvement
sites 
 trials Local Variety Strain YG5760-3
 

lb/acre , 

Gusau 4 1368 35 
Kafinsoli 4 1381 21 

Birnin Kudu 4 2065 21 

Azaro 4 1275 7 

Potiskum 4 682 15 

Northern Guinea Savanna, Smaru 

Guinea race
 

Provincial No. of ban Yield % Improvement
sites 
 trials Local Variety Beat strain
 

Zuru 3 

lb/acre 

1419 

_____ 

14 SFF60 

Gimi 

Bauchi 

3 

2 

996 

1230 

18 

12 

SFF60 

ML3 

Darazo 3 959 3 SFF6o 

Hong 2 1185 6 FFBL3 

Mubi 2 

-

833 

. -

28 FFBL3 

http:Maiduu.ri
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Farafara race
 

Strains of Caffra ox Biye were included in provincial trials for the 

Samaru has shown that these strainsfirst time in 1965. Previous work at 

of tho Guinea race by approximately 20%outyiold existing strains 

Southern Guinea Savanna. Mokwa 

Strains selected from samples collected before 1962 did not give 

All the Guinea varieties found in this zone
subtantial yield increases. 

lodge badly and effective, single-plant selection is difficult. Pedigree 

selection was abandoned but bulks of selections made previously have given 

yields 	over 20% more than the control, unselectod Mokwa Local, in 1963 and 

If results are confirmed this year, provincial trials will be sited
1964. 


at locations where previous trials with unselected Mollft Local had shown
 

that improved strains might be suitable.
 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
 

It has been shown that useful increases inyield can ve oovained by
 

pedigree selection within the local varieties cultivated in Nigeria.
 

Several improved strains have been isolated and they are being distributed
 

by the Ministry of Agriculture to farmers in the Sudan, Sub-Sudan and 

Northern Guinea savannas. However, the general yield potential of local 

sorghums is lowI and major increases in yield will depend almost certainly 

Therefore the
on the introduction of new varieties and hybrids. 


continuation of pedigree selection within varieties which have already
 

undergone the first cycle of selection is questionable; elite lines have
 

been isolated which are recommended for general cultivation and they are 

also available for use as parent material.
 



At Samaru and Kano the stage has been reached where it has become 

increasingly difficult to isolate lines which ovtyield the initial selections. 

As expected, it was relatively easy to select lines which outyielded the
 

original varieties because populations grown by the farmers are mixed: 

apart from the rejection of unpalatablq types at harvest, no conscious 

selection for yield is practised. It was thought that further yield advances 

might be obtained by increasing the range of variation available for 

selection and therefore samples were collected from populations growm 

throughout each zone. In practice the most promising lines were selected 

from a few, intensively sampled populations and not from a wide range 

of populations represented by only a few samples. As several populations 

from the Guinea and Kaura races have been sampled intensively at Samaru and
 

Kano, further work will be restricted to completing the initial selection 

cycle on material already collected. By the time this phase has been 

completed, new varieties of hybrid origin should be available for testing. 

SAMA.RU FIELD PROGRAM 

AN 11 (60) R65& Farofara Progenies in Families II Field 

8 families of 10 progenies introduced 1960 V1+ 

AN 12 (63) R65. Caffra ex Biye Progenies in Families III 

9 families of 9 progenies. Introduced 1960 V3c 

AN 9 (65). Farafara Progenies in Families IV 

)+ families of 10 progenies. Introduced 1961. Tga 

AN 5 (62) R65. Replicated progeny Rows 

31 samples collected in 1964 T9a 
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AN 8 (61) R65. Faraf ara Strains Trial 

8 strains developed from 1956 to 1962 cohorts Vk 

AN 1 (64)R65. Sorghum Final Assessment Trial 

4 varieties, Farafara, Short Kaura, Caffra ex 

Biye and WX60 (Farafara x Hagari selection) Tgo 

AN 1 (63) R65. Sorghum Strains Maintenance. 

17 strains beizg maintained either by selfing 

or in isolation Varous 

EXOTIC VARIETIES AND HYBRIDS (o.J.W.) 

Sho'rt-season varieties and hybrids have been grown at Samaru for a 

fow years and their potential has boon established. For example, in 1963 

a collection of hybrids from the United States and India were grown in 

observation plots planted June 6th and August 15th. A yield of nearly 

5000 lb/acre was recorded for one hybrid. The average grain yield 

(dry woight basis) of 6 hybrids was 2,900 lb/acre and the stover yield
 

was 3,100 lb., a grain/storer ratio of about I :I. The comparable yield 

of the local variety, SFF60, was 2,300 pounds of grain and 18,000 pounds 

of stover, a ratio of 1:8. The yield was considered very good for SFF60. 

Tha hybrids bloomed in 57 days after sowing and the local variety in 
a 

125 days. The yield of several of the hybrids was reduced bhalf when 

they were sown in August and the grain quality wias poor. These late 

sowings were ioll fortilized and sprayed with an insecticide to control 

shoot fly (Atherijim.__~s ). Shoot fly normally causes a marked reduction 

in stands when the crop is not sown with the first rains in late May or 

early Juno.
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The oarly-maturing hybrids and varieties could provide a source of 

grnin for livestock fod if onsilodo The potential of oarly-maturing 

hybrids and varietios is being investigated in the extreme northern areas 

of Nigeria where the season is limited to 3 to 4 months. 

Appendices I and Ii contain tho detailed results from observation
 

plots at Samaru -nd in ,heor parts of Wsost Africa.
 

iYBRIDIZATION (D.L.C. & D.J.A.) 

The necessity to ovod a now range of ma.terial has boon outlined 

eisowhore (Curtis, 1965). obtained fromThe average yields Nigerian 

sorghums are low. The national avorage yield is between O00 and 700 

lb grain/acre and the highest :ric ds at Samaru rarely exceed 3000 lb/acre. 

Spectacular yield incrcoasos havc not boon chivd by the use of seed 

dressings, oarlicr sowing;, clozwr spacing, fertilizers or by spraying 

against pests anJ diseases, N2thcr have treatments designed to improve 

soil conditions, lik, cross-tying ridges and mulching, increased the yield 

of local varieties to a level approaching that of unadapted, introduced 

sorghum (4,500 to 5,000 lb/acre).
 

The main objective in the hybridisation program has been to produoe 

grain sorghums which maturo at the end of the rains with a grain quality
 

similar to Nigerian varieties but which irlll respond to close spacing and 

fertilizer applications. At the same time cytoplasmic male sterility of 

the CK60 and 9E typos has boon introduced with a viewz to obtaining A and B 

lines for use in hybrid combinations. 
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In Nigeria, good ouality rofors to grain which is noceptable for mking 

'tuvio', a typo of porridge, Information on locally acceptable variaties was 

obtained from tho sample survoy and palatability teats carried out in 

conjunction with all replioatad yield '.riala. 

Colour 

A white porioarp is gOenrally preforrea. aspeoially rftre traditional 

methods of removing th bran havo boon roplacod by plate mills. However, 

a red porioarp is equally aeceptablo in high raidall arOas in the southl 

partly because sorghum is used for boor and parbly booauao the ondospe'm 

beneath a red perioarp is loss likoly to be disoolourad by insect aMd 

fungal attack. In areas where KQura variotios are grown a yellow poriiarp 

is aoooptablo.
 

Thickness of mosocarp
 

A thin mesooarp is generally preforred but this is normal3y reoognised 

in association with a thick oowwous layer and no conscious selection for 

this character is practised at Samaru. 

Thiness of coon8ous lavor 

There is a strong preforeonoe for flinty types and this charaoter is 

an important objectivo in the program. 

Tosta 

Although some of the variotios cultivated in Nigeria possess a coloured 

tosta this oharactor in not ganorally aoeptabloe 



Plant colour
 

Most Nigerian sorghums have purple plant colour and when late rains 

occur the ondosperm is stained with wator-soluble pigments from spots on 

the pericarp. The pigments associated vith tan plant oolour do not stain 

the endosperm and this character hc's been introduced into several lines. 

Grain size
 

There is a strong preference for largo grains and varieties with a 

1000 grain weight of less than 35g. are unlikely to prove acceptable. 

Threshability 

It is essential theft the grain threshes clean: it may not be so 

important if threshing and cleaning are done mechanically or if the grain 

is fed to livestock. Under Nigerian conditions, varieties which do not 

thresh easily yield a poor quality, coloured flour because the glumes 

cannot be separated from the grain by hand winnewing. 

Protein content 

Studies have only just started 	on the protein content and amino-acid
 

composition of varieties grown 	at Samaru. 

Yield 

yields do not increase with high plant populations 

Local varieties of sorghm have a low grain yield potential. The 

grain/straw ratio in the dry matter produced per acre is very low. Grain 

because the number of 

over V,000fertile tillers/plant and head 	size decrease at populations 

plants/acre. It is assumed that increased yields of grain in Nigerial will
 

result from the use of short varieties with a high grain/straw ratio, grown
 

with the addition of fertilizers at high 	plant populations. Furthermore, 

increased mehanisation, shortas government policy is directed towards 

sorghums will be essential.
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Most of the crosses have been made to 3-dwarf introduotions. The short 

segregates are not as short as the 3-dwarf parent because they are late 

maturing and carry 24 to 26 leaves compared with 1 6 to 18 leaves borne by 

most U.S. hybrids at Samaru. 

The effect of mutual leaf shading on yield in plants which carry 24 to 

26 leaves on a short stem has not yet been studied. Of more immediate concern 

is the . i lol. from the flag leaf found in many ofpoor exsortion cf' tic 

the short segregates. Although it is known that the inheritance of pedunole 

length is controlled indepndently of intcrnode length, the isol:tion of 

dwarf plants with good exsertion is proving difficult. 

MaturitZ 

It has been shown that Nigorian varieties do not yield well if they 

flower earlier or later than the locally adapted variety. Locally adapted 

varieties flower at the end of the rains. Varieties which flower early also 

yield poor quality grain. This problem cannot be solved by late planting 

because all tho varieties tested so far, including local and exotic types, 

give decreased yields when sown late. Decreased yields are obtained even 

when late sowings are protected against pest and diseases and nitrogenous 

fertilizers are added.
 

Therefore,, at Samaru, the objective has been to produce varieties
 

wihioh take. approximately 125 days to anthesis from sowings made in early 

June. 
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Paniole ahape and density 

both yield and qualityPanicle shape and density are likely to affect 

areas and they 

of grain. Local varo+-, nultittreted south of latitude 110 301N have 

loose, open panicles. Those types of panicle dry quickly in high rainfall 

do not harbour insect pests but the grain yield is low. 

a semi-compact panicle, yields a
At Samaru, Short Kaura which has 

common local varieties have loose 
good quality grain although the most 

Provided that the new selections flower at the end 
of the rains, 

open heads, 

thought that paniole density, can be increased to at least that of 
it is 

Short Kaura. 

Cytoplasmic male steriL4t 

to the
bst West African sorghums are potential R lines with respect 

mile type of cytoplasmic male sterility. Therefore, in order to have 

crossesthe hybrids the exotic parents chosen in
potential B lines among 

have been B lines.
 

Nigeriana few varieties which semi-restore fertility most
Apart from 

to 9E type male sterility
sorghums are potential B lines with respect 

to this type of sterility and it 
(Webster, 1960). Feterita is a restorer is 

orosses with Spur Feterita that potential R lines will be seleoted.
from 
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METHODS
 

Local x local 

Exotic x local 

etc. 

A lines xc local or 
exotic 

(Milo type) 


Local or exotic 

A lines (9E Martin) 

(reference to 
next page) 

Pedigree selection -

Various degreestof backorossing.
 
t 

x x III 
Test crosses to =K and developmant of 

A lines. 

Development of' A lines by backorossin IV
 

Development of' A & B lines by
 
alternate backcrossing and.solfing with V
 
eventual cytoplasm switch.
 

Detelopment of' lines for use VI
 
as stable lines or potential
 
restorers.
 

Development of A lines by baokorossing VII 



GENERAL PEDIGREE S 

Reference to
 
methods 

I and II 


ITa 

IV 

V& V1 

Paronts 

Local x Local 

Row No. 1965 

Gwoza Local I - 76 

Samaru Farafara 

Short Kaura 

Mtkaho da Wayo 

385 - 390 

Yield trial 

AN 18 (65) 

Exotic x Local and 

Exotic Parents: 

Wad Akr 8 

Zirazira 

re ciprocal 

I - 76 

Agen 

Doborr 

Varous USA typos mainly: 

Combine Kafir 

Shallu - Kafir 

201 - 398 

6246  6601 

C A 

Farafara 

5017 - 5100 

GKA 

Purdue 

Liposa 

4965-5002 

CKA 

Recdlan A 

Martin A 

Shambul 

Farafara 

77 - 184 

5101 - 6107 

Short Kaura 
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VII 	 9E Martin
 
WX (Kaura)
 

Faz'ofara
 
Short Kaura
 

Shambul
 

DS 6 

GENETIC STUDIES 

GAMMA IRPJDIATED SHORT KhdURA (D.J.A) 

In 1959, Short Kaura seed was gamma irradiated at several rates uning 

Co60 with the object of including mutations for dwarfness and early maturity. 

Other mutants ware not looked for at that timo. Apart from the material 

described below, only slight changes were observed and the few remaining 

lines are in row 417 - 428. 

In 1963 segregation for height and male sterility occurred in lines 

derived from seed receiving 20,000 r. Data collected so far indicate that 

the male sterility is genetic and controlled by one recessive pair of 

alleles and that tho three height groups which occur arc the result of a 

pair of alleles in the dominant, heterozygous amd recessive conditions.
 

Maturation has not been affected. 

Unlike normal Short Kaura, the derivatives of this particular 20,000 r 

line all act as non-restorers in respect of the mile type cytoplasmic male 

sterility. Non-restoration is not linked with the genetic male sterility. 

The derivatives are much more susceptible to sooty stripe (Ranulospora sorahi) 

than Short Kaura. In respect of 9E type male sterility the lines are all 

non-restorers, in common with the Short Kaura parent stock. 



Several sorghum varieties and lines have been crossed on to thsme
 

irradiated lines both for genetic study and to 
provide a range of material 

for selection. The FI s and F2s of the crosses are in rows 527 - 718. The 

parents used include Short Kaura, Caffra ex Biye WX60, Shallw/Cafirp 

kafir, hegari, milo, durra, W7078, Coes Ms3 ms3, and various selections 

from other hybridisations. 

HEIGHT AND MATURITYf STUDIES (D.L.C.) 

In 1963 genetic stocks received from Dr. Quinby (Pioneer HI-brod Corn 

Co. USA) were crossed to four local Nigerian sorghums. 

The objective was to study the inheritance of height and length of 

season in populations segregating for both characters. Populations derived 

from crosses involving two local sorghums have been sown in 1965. 

These are:
 

Texas BlacIhull. Kafir x Shambul
 

Combine Hegari x Shambul
 

Durra x Shambul I 3
 

100 day mile x Shambul)
 

Texas Blaokhull Kafir x SFF60)
 

Combine Hegari 	 x SFF60 F2 and V4 

x S760 backorossesDurra 


100 day mile x SFF60
 

The other local parents used were Short Kaura and Yar Gunki. 
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GEIETIC STOCKS ex LINCOLN, NEBRASKA (0.J.E.) 

Dr. Webster brought with him in 1964 a collection of sorghum 

genotio stocks. The inheritance and linkage studies of 18 mature plant 

characters already reported (Webster, 1965) are being continued. Eight 

reciprocal ciromosomal translocations are expected to be isolated from 

the progeny 6f plants grown from seed of Combine Kafir-60 irradiated 
.with 5,000, 10,000, and'15, 000 r units of Co6 
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SORGIi OBSEVATION PLOTS 

1963. 

Introduction. 

In 1963 for the first time a standard set of U.S.,., sorghum varieties 

and hybrids were grornt at eleven locations throughout 7est Africa. The plots 

at Niamey, (Niger Republic) failed and the restatls from 'Ioni (Nigeria) have 

not yet been received. 

MlethocOs. 

(a) Design. 

Unreplicated observation plots. In Nigeria, two rows 36 feet long 

and 3 feet apart acre nett). In Haute - Volta two rows 10 metres long 

and 80 om apart ( acre nett ?) In Senegal each variety occupied tl7o rows 

(Yields calculated on F17 acre nett). 

(b) Plantinv date. 

There va-- only sufficient zeed to allow one planting date in Senegal, 

Tiger and Haute - Volta. The plots vere sov:n late in ordzr to lirmrinze 

flowering vith the end of the rains. 

In Nigeria two planting dated were used. These were intonded to 

represent normal, early planting and late sown to mature at the end of the 

rains.
 

(0) aoinU. 

Suggested plant populations/acre .ere:-


U.S.A. varietios approximately 50P000. 

Local varieties (local spacing) approximately 14,500.
 

In Nigeria it has been shmn that plant populations exeqed-ing this 

figure for local varieties do not load to increased yields. 
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(d) Manures and. Frtili-ers. 

Variable. Within Nigeria 3 tomb F.Y.M/aore, 412 Jb/aore single
 

supcrphosphate and 112 lb/acre sulphate of anmonia were reamended.
 

(c) Cultivations. 

Accor-ing to local practice.
 

Comments. 

(a)Samaru.
 

First 	planting gave high yields. Second planting sprayed. with Sevin 

Heads did not fill out ane, this is reflectedagainst shoot fly and stem borer. 


in drastic yield reductions.
 

Both plantings reazsonably well eat-blished. It in nosible :ii.;hei'
 

yields m::y have obtaineC -ith inc:'-oae( plant poptulations.
 

(b) 	 Kano and Gumel. 

Yields from firat planting were disappointingly low. Sooond pxjlsting 

a failure - too late.
 

Plant populations in both 	plantings very low. 

(c) 11,1aiduguri. 

Several U.S.A. varieties and hybrids shored promise compared with the 

local. Again, plant populations too lot. 

(d) Sokoto and Sandamu. 

Poor yields obtained from introductions in compawison with locals. 

Low plant populations. YX 330 worth trying again. 

(e) Bambey.
 

All introductions heavily outyielded by the best local.
 

(f) 	 Saria. 

This planting probably corresponds to the second planting at Kano. Too 

late. Plant populations low.
 

General. 
Difficult to draw sound conclusions at there low level of plant populations. 

At several stations a ranee of local varieties vao grown. For comparison 

only the highest yieldin.L .ot of the local variety has been included in the 

tables as a check. 
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Number of days from Planting to 50% heading. 

S a mar u K a n o G u m o I 

VARI E TY 
(i )

6/6/63 
(2) 

15/8/63 
(1 ) (2) 

12Z/6/6-63 2 
(1) 
/6/6366 0 

(2) 
Q 

I RS 30I F 58 57 61 84 x x 

2SD 51 48 46 55 73 44 

3 RS 50 51 50 55 71 47 60 

4N 505 50 49 55 76 14 65 

5 Whito iorghun 51 48 x x 44 62 

6 Whito L-rtin 55 53 60 76 49 61 

? \Thto 7078 58 55 60 52 53 65 

8 Rs 610 59 53 56 76 49 73 

5 53 55 82 47 60 

I0 Rs 617 58 53 55 89 x x 

II KS 603 57 53 57 84 47 66 

12 (N80) 56 o 51 61 78 46 61 

13 RS 681 56 0 50 57 78 47 58 

14 GA 609 57 50 x x 49 56 

15 AKS 64 55 50 x x 49 55 

16 OK 612 58 51 55 80 x x 

i7 OK 632 60 51 59 91 51 59 

18 CK 60 1 60 53 62 85 x x 

19 TE 77 58 55 62 g0 53 58 

20 TE 88 58 55 59 97 54 57 

21 DoKalb F - 63 58 55 60 91 52 55 

22 DoKalb x 1590 58 53 56 82 52 55 

23 NK 125 48 49 55 82 x x 

24 NK 145 48 49 48 92 x x 

25 NK 210 53 53 53 86 x x 

26 1f 2K3 59 54 65 97 53 58 
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Number of days from Planting to 50% 	heading.
 

Widuguri S o k o t o Sanda.mu Bambey S a V i 	 a Farako-Ba 

(i) (2) (i) (2)
/._.Z7Z71. 4/7/63 5 	 / / 63 227/63 16/7/63_171_____26 

1RS 301 F x x x x x x 	 x x
 

2 SD 451 54.5 58 36 	 40 3 50 48 57 

40 53 50 4 583 RS 50o 1271 	 59 47 

4 NB 505 847 53 41 53 50 	 66 59 

63 625 Wh.Norghum 666 55 56 	 40 53 50 

6 ma.Martin Wee9 6) 52 56 53 	 63 66 63 

63 747 White 7078 847 66 56 	 56 57 (9 

8i 61o 666 66 52 53 55 	 5(l 56 58
 

52 61
9 RBs 608 1755 1 62 52 	 53 55 68 

x 	 xx 	 x x xlo Rs 617 x 

67ll Ks 603 666 1 55 52 	 53 55 52 

54 53 55 52 68 5912 (N 80) 1997 55 

13 RS 681 5 43 53 55 63 65 632057 5C 


14 GA 609 t 1210 Q0	 50 18? 53 55 52 68 63 

47 47 53 55 52 65 62
15 AKS 614 4 68 

x x x x x x x16 OK 612 
52 68 7117 OK 632 666 47 49 	 53 55 


x x x x18 OK 60 A x x x 	 x 

19 TE 77 726 62 	 54 56 55 63 68 79 

53 56 55 59 69 7220 TE 88 1573 65 

55 75 69 7621 DeKalb F-6 1089 	 59 53 56 


50 47 53 55 59 68 72
22 DeKalb xl50 1634 

23 NK 125 x x x 	 x x x x x 

24 NK 145 x x x x x x 	 x x 

x x25 NK 210 x x x 	 x x x 

26 NK 283 1150 65 59 	 56 57 75 68 75 

http:Sanda.mu
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S a m a r u K a n o u m o 1 hiduguri09 (2) (1)(2) () (2) 
61 LV A IE. Y 6/6/63_15/8/63 12/6 6 ./6 . 6 / 6 3 3o/7L6 9/7/_. 

27 M 30 64 54 67 97 59 55 3025 

r8 I'M 31G 59 56 64 92 58 61 847 
29 MC 330 	 64 54 66 97 59 62 2178 

,0 SK 60 (Samaru) 130 x x x x x x
 

-1 (1)i, 	,Fano) x x 95 x x x x 

S(2) K 72 (Kino) x x x 96 x x x 
"3(i K31 	 (G-oI x x 94 x0) x 	 x x 

34 (2) Failod 
(Gumcl) x ri x x x x F x 

H 
F 

!5 Shau'bul(kidugur ) x x x x x x 1029 

I) Jadd i.2 
(Sokoto) x x x x x x x 

7 (2) irnrabiai 
(Solcoto) x0 x x x x x x 

38 (I Yar hr-china 
srrndla'u) x (a x x x x x X 0 

'9 (2) aboJl 
(Jandiiu) x x x x x x x 

40 50 - 59 (ambcy) x x x x x x x 

1 Jsxmi" 29 B 

(baria) X X X X X x x 

4.2 Saria No. 32 
v'aruko-Ba ) x x x x x x x 

Symbols: 	 x not grown NH not harvested
 
F failed * corrected to 12% moisture
 

(i) first planting (2) second planting 
NG not given 
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S o o (2) Sandamu 	 Sari i(6I) k oto (1	 Bamboy 'Farako-Ba 

2/63 15/7/63 47L,163 .2.?1ZL. I1/7/63
 
27 NK 300 75 64 65 57 79 69 71
 

30 SK 60 (Samaru) x x x x x x
 

28 NK 31o 60 54 56 57 75 69 71
 
29 NK 330 75 59 67 59 79 70 71
 

x 

31 (1) K 48 (Kano) x x x x x x x
 
32 (2)K 72 (Kano) x x x x x x x
 
33. (1)K31 (Gumel) x x x x x x x
 
34 (2)Failed
 

(Gumel) x x x x x x x
 

x35 Shambul(Maiduguri) x x x x x x
 
36 (1)Jaddawa
 

(Sokoto) 0 85 X x x x x x
 
37 (2)Yarabani
 

38 (1) Yar Machina
 

39 (2)Kabel
 

(Sokoto) x o 60 x x x x x
 

(Sandamu) x x NG x x x x
 

(Sandanu) x x x NG x x x
 
40 50-59 (Bambey) x x x x 65 x x
 

41 
Sar
(Sarila On in x x x x x 64 x
 

42 Saria No. 32
 
(Farako-Ba) x x x x x x 71
 

Symbols: 	 x not grown NH not harvested
 
F failed * corrected to 12% moisture
 

(1) first planting (2) second planting 
NG not given 
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Yield of threshed grain in lb/acre.
 

S m a,, u a n o G u , oi iduuri 

-_ 

V AR IB~E(y) 
_6 .j..J/.3 

(2) 
i 

() 
/6 

(2)
?4//63 2 

(0 (2)
L6,o17j6_3L_.J.7/Q3 -

RS 301 F 3768 2291 707 101 x x x 

2 SD 451 17C5 F 606 170 , 21 - 545 

3 2S 501 2668 1654 626 283 161 161 1271 

L NB 505 2365 1731 869 182 232 141 814.7 

'fhito i'orighum 2008 F x x 30 40 666 

6 VlVi1.e ia rtin 1 2203 1958 586 170 182 182 1029 

7 White 7078 2255 1037 465 6"1 113 121 87 'J 

8 RS 6"10 2 G3 2754 133' 222 464 464 666 

9 as 608 3328 1225 484 141 343 60 1795 

10 RS 617 1,730c 2998 1778 121 x x X 

1,1KS 603 2358 1267 4J4+ 81 383 100 6 

S2 (N80) 21613 1514 505 ,02 504 80 *,. 7 , 

14 

s3S 681 

GA 609 

354.8 

3795 

92-1 

2893 

11.6 

C 

0 

x 

1 332 

393 

16! 

182 

2l

f 21 ci 

15 AIS 614 ,345 2646 " x 4114- 182 9,3 

16 OK 612 29' 5 1250 485 121 x x -

17 OK 632 27W4 1506 1010 101 212 2140 

18 CK 60 2530 1814 404 101 x x 

19 TE 77 3410 2042 105"0 81 192 132, 726 

20 TE- 88 3823 2665 1475 51 2b2 343 1575 

21 DoKalb F - 63 3245 1564 1091 61 323 40 i039 

22 DoKalb x 1590 4923 3545 1535 222 222 343 1634 

23 MC125 2063 1162 565 81 x x x 

2':. IQC 145 IN 2428 1176 61 x x x 

25 MCF.210 2150 15... 1293 "I x x 
ITC 2S3-. 16-7 ,.0 2),2 2_ 1150 
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Yield of threshed grain in lb/acre. 

S o k o t o Sarldamu P]',y- L .r 

(i) (2) ()(2)2616163 1 7713 1/6j, 22/76 
i a Faraks-Ba 

_ 
:26.6,/6 _r t.576> i6/7/63 

1 RS 301 F x x x x x x 

2 SD 451 196 431 1145 121 742 578 1104 

3 RS 501 189 426 629 121 129 795 1334 

4 NB 505 173 242 629 242 975 306 892 

5 White Norghum I9 46 24 73 848 150 153 

6 White Martin 75 484 145 363 445 539 384 

7 White 7078 84 339 145 315 191 384 75 

8 RS 610 278 680 87i 484 2120 1062 1640 

9 RS 608 160 557 371 315 1113 398 631 

10 RS 617 x x x x x x x 

11 KS 603 145 315 629 121 392 231 161 

12 (N 80) 48':. 569 1113 121 1410 209 728 

13 Rs 681 430 953 871 242 859 473 1 303 

14 GA 609 346 893 871 363 912 289 142 

15 AKS 614 823 411 629 434 1233 489 295 

16 OK 612 x x x x x x 

17 OK 632 2C$ 145 315 1336 364 75 

18 CK 60 A x x x x x x 

19 TE 77 319 648 629 363 541 4.11 35 

20 TE 88 397 552 629 4,84 t1000 353 131 

21 DeKalb F - 63 278 515 145 242 498 161 72 

22 DeKalb x 1590 1036 951 629 121 1463 370 81 

23 NK 125 x x x x x x x 

24 NK 145 x21 x x x x 

25 NK 210 x x x :z 

26 NK 283 3 '2 145 63 -86 11i. 75 
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ammr u K a n o Gum o 1 aiduguri 
(i) (2) (i) (2) (i) (2) 

VARIETY 6/6/63 15/8/63 1266324/7/63 27/6/6 30/7/6 9/7/63 

27 NK 300 4950 1938 1232 81 595 724 3025 

2. NK 310 2998 1861 1273 101 272 121 847 

25 NK 330 4043 2883 1414 121 706 363 2178 

:0 SK 60 (Samaru) 2730 x x x x x x 

"I (1) K 48 (Kano) x x 2545 x x x x 

32(2) YG 571 (Lano) x x x 242 x x 

,13 (1) K1 (Gumol) x x x x 1448 x x 

. (2) Failed(umel) x x x x x F x 
35 Shambul(Maidugu i x x x x x x 1029 

1 (1i) Jaddawa I 
(Sokoto) x x x x x x x 

77 (2)Yarbani 
(Sokoto) x x x x x x x 0 

%8 (1) Yar 1achina 
(Sandamu) x x x x x x x 

19 (2) Kabol(Sandamu x x x x x x x 

40 50 - 59 (Bamboy) x x x x x x x 

41 Saria 29 B 
(Saria) x x x x x x x 

42 Saria No. 32 
(Farako-Ba) x x x x x x x 

Symbols: x not grown NH not harvested
 
NH not harvested F failed
 
* corrected to 12% moisture (1) first planting 
(2) second planting NG not given
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S o k o t o Sandamu Bambey S a r i a Farako-Ba 

S(1) (2)1 (1) (2)
Variety 26/6/63 15/7/63 4/7/63 15/7/63 37/63 22/7/0 1617163 

27 NK 300 922 704 387 84.7 753 61 189 

28 NK 310 540 849 387 605 1007 250 108 

L9 NY 330 849 1752 1355 1694 774 60 150 

30 SK6o (Samaru) x x x x x x x 

31 (1) K 48(Kano) x x X x X x X 

32 (2) YG 571(Lan)x x x x x x x 

33 (1)K31 (Gumel) i x x x x x x x 

34 (2)Failed(Gumel) x x x x x x x 

35 Shambul(Maidugu~i>c x x x x x x 

36 (1) Jaddawa 
(Sokoto) 1333 x x x x x X 

37 (2) Yarabani 
(Sokoto) x 1142 x x x x X 

38 (i) Yar Machina 
(Sandamu) . x x 1936 x X X X 

39 (2)Kabel(Sandami) x x x 1040 x x x 

x40 50-59 (Bambey) x x x x 3271 x 

41 Saris.29 B 

(Saria) x x x x x 278 x
 

42 Saria No. 32
 
628( Farako-Ba) x x x x x x 

Symbols: x not grown NH not harvested
 
F failed * corrected to 12% moisture 

(1) first planting (2) second planting 
NG not given 
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Expcriment No * ANj13_ _ _ bape 'tionm ona nI 

of U.S.A. and Indian Sorghum : F1 Hybrids and 

VaLrietios. 

Objt:-	 To o3mptre the performanco of exotic sorghums planted early and late 

with two loor.lly recommended strains planted early. 

Fe.1-ieid T1O Institute for Agriou2tural Researoh, Samaru. 

tyout :- Unreplioatod observ.tion plots. 

".:e vori 391, r.i,.rt x 46. long - gross.
 

TIo re,,s 36" apart x 301 long - nett = - acre.

242 

Apart from disonrd ut th, end of each row the whole block of exotic 

v: rieties was surrounded by a 18' discard planted to Combine Kafir 

60. Thn loc.l vrieticz were grown separately in the same field and 

sample rows were taken from within the main blocks. 

. otti v--ri:ties - 2 plants/stad. Stands 6" apart = 50,080 plants/acre, 

,o-.I v,irintiaen - i plant/stand. Stands I' apart = 14,520 plants/-cru 

(Previous results h.ve shown that closer spacing using local varietiez
 

will give lower yields at Samaru).
 

Seed Dressing:-	 Exotic varieties - treated but product not known. Probably an organo 

mercurial dressing.
 

LocaJl vrieties - Aldrex T at 0.3% weight for weight. 

nmuring= and Fertilizers:

2 ton.
per acre before 	planting.
2 owt. single JuperphosphateI 


56 lb. sulphate of ummonia/acre after thinning.
 

56 lb. sulphate of ammonia/acre as dressing late on.
 

i;reatments:-	 Second planting of exotics sprayed with Sevin (Vetox 80) as a 

protection against shoot fly and stem borers. Both plantings of 

oxoti.s spr'-,yod with D.D.T. to protect against sorghum midge. 
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Pl-Inting Dates:- Ist planting - June 6th, 1963. 

2nd planting - August 15th, 1 963. 

Only one date of planting, June 6th, was used for the local varieties. 

This is the normal date for planting at Samaru and it has been shown 

that reductions in yield are experienced with later plantings.
 

August 15th was chosen as the second date of planting to ensure 

that th3 exotic v rioties bloomed at The some time as the local 

varieties planted earlier. 

Results:-

Interpretation of results and discussion:-


A. General, 

The general grow-ing conditions were good and at no time did 

either planting suffer a setback before anthes4s. Reasonably uniform 

stands were obtained after thinning and subsequent field operations
 

were linitod to earthing up. 17oeds were not a major problem. 

Although the plots wiere not replicated, sample checks from the 

local varieties and the CK60 discard confirmed visual impressions 

that the field -,as remarkably uniform. 

The differences in yield between sample plots of CK60 did not 

exceed the equivalent of 50 lb. threshed grain per acre. The yield 

comparisons between these observation plots may be regarded as fairly 

reliable. 

Total rainfall was as follovis:-

Rainfall, 1963 Field T12 in inches.
 

January - Nil July - 5.86
 

February - Nil August - 11.75
 

March - Nil Sept. - 6.28
 

April - 0.90 Octo. - 6.67
 

May - 2.39 Nov. - Nil
 

June - 6.18 Dec. - Nil to date 
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B. Time to anthesis. 
to reach antheisLocal Samaru shorghums take between 120 - 130 days 

when planted at the normal time (i.e. end of May, beginning of Juno). 

Later plantings reach anthesis much ouicker and tend to flower at 

time earlier plantings. Significantapproximately the same as 


reductions in the yield of grain are experienced with late plantings.
 

In these observations the early-planted, exotic sorghums flowered
 

in the middle of the rains).
between 48 and 74 days after sowing. (i.e. 


second planting flowered at the same time as the local sorghum.
The 

(i.e. towards the end of the rains).
 

ist Planting.
 

The 	 earliest sorghums were SD 451 (South Da1wta) and two hybrids 

NK 125 and ?K 145. These sorghumsfrom Northrup King seed compare; 

gave poor yields or brain. 

Apart from local varieties, hybrids supplied by the Rockefeller 

CKA x Karad, CK A x Shenoli and CK A x Foundation, Noi Delhi, including 


Nandyal wiere the last to head. These Wbrids gave low yields.
 

2nd 	 planting'. 
[ith few1 exceptions, varieties; ana hybrids in the seoond 

planting reached anthesis quicker by rnthing up to ton days. 

Generally speaking, the potentially later jturing sorghums wore 

hastened relatively more than those which had taken less than 60 

days to reach anthesis in the fi:nst planting. 

The very early hybrids took rouglhly the same time to reach 

anthesis, iwo Indian hybrids, CK 60 x 55-4937 and CK 60 x 135-1 

were exceptions in that they appeared to take longer to reach 

anthesis in the second planting.
 

The general effect of late planting on the time to anthesis 

was to bring most sorghums within the range of 48 - 57 days with 

the exception of the later maturing Indian hybrids. 
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C. _:.t Hejiht. 
i3ost Nigeriiin sorghums are tall, mainly because they possess a 

high node number. When planted very late, some of them, like SK 60 

are as short as combine varieties because the number of leaves produced 

is less. 

In those observations both loca.l varieties, as might be expected, 

were taller than exotic varieties.
 

Among the exotic varieties planted early all but two of the Indian
 

hybrids were over 6 feet tall. Apart from hybrids presumably developed 

for forage, including RS 301 F, IM 145, IM 300 and NK 330, the U.S.A. 

sorghums wore short. The vcarietios White Norghum 	 and White 7078 and the 

hybrid N. 0 at 3' 4" wci'r. th, shortest. 

exception ofVarieties were shorter in the second planting with the 

the Indian hybricis which in some c.,sos were 1' - 2' taller. AccurAte leaf 

number counts vierc not iaide anG it is Chereforc impossible to state 

whether this generacl di.;rfing in most vwrieties viws due to fewer nodes, 

shorter internodes or a comiuination of both. The increase in height 

among the Indian hybrids was not always reflected in higher dr7 matter 

per acre. 

D. Diseases.
 

The usual spectruin of leaf diseases experienced each year at Samaru 

was present on these plots. Ramulisora spp. and 	Downy Mildew
 
were
(Sleisj .sora4.o wore the first to appear and followed by 

ones.GleocLrcs ors sorhi, Cercospora spp. and other less prominent 

No att ompt w s made to score each disease separately but an overall 

' 9 was used by Dr. 0. J. Webster on theassessment basod on a scor- zf 

first planting .nd by Ma,. D. L. Curtis on the second planting. The 

differences between first ond zccond plantings may well be attributed to
 

different observers.
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Gleooeroospcra sorghi was much more prominent in the second planting and 
this my account for the fact that although the late planting appeared to 
be much cleaner than the first, this is not aivays reflected in the 
relative scores. Rust, Pucoinia Purpurea was observed the secondon 

planting but not on the first.
 

As a group, the Indian hybrids compared favourably with the local 

checks. Those with Zerazera as the male parent were remarkably free from 

leo diseases; an observation confirmed in other Samaru projects where 

Zerazera is being used as a parent. CK60 A and B were also relatively 

clean and two hybrids from the S.E. part of the USA, GA 609 and AKS 614-v 
as expected, remained fairly free from spots. Others which received lowa 

rating in both plantings included RS 301 F, RS 67, x 1590 DeKaib, and 

TE 88. 

Apart from leaf spots, the only other disease which caused concern was 
Ergot, Sphacelia sorghi. This disease is not usually seen at Samaru but 

this year it was very severe. Sorghums in the same field were badly
 

attacked and sclorotia were frequently formed, particularly in SK60. The 

appearance of the sphacelia stage coincidod with the flowering of the 

local sorghums and therefore the disease was not recorded on the first 
planting of the exotic material. In the second planting, although some 

heads in each row were attacked by the sphacelia stage, few ergots were 
formod. Nevertheless, the possible effect of this disease on the yields 

obtained in the second planting should be borne in mind in interpreting 

the results.
 

E. Pests. 

The worst insect pests of the crop in the field at Samaru are 

sorghum midge, stem borers and shoot flies. 

Although both plantings were sprayed against midge, complete control was 
not achieved in the second planting. This was probably due to poor spray 
coverage. The hybrids which were particularly affected were the Indian 

hybrids CK60 x Karad, CK60 x Shenoli, CK60 x Nandyal and CK60 x M35-1. 

The fact that these plots wiore adjacent suggests the severe attack was due 

to poor spray coverage rather than inherent differences in susceptibility 

between hybrids. In these hybrids, the midge damage was sufficient by 
itself to explain yield differences between the two plantings. Therefore 

the yield of CK60 x Nandyal in the second planting is surprisingly high. 
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It is difficult to establish a late planted crop of sorghum at Samaru 

because stands are reduced and excessive tillering is induced by shoot fly. 

The second planting was sprayed frequently with Vetox 80 and this appeared 

to control both shoot fly and stem borers. 

No borer counts wore taken -Inthe first planting but damage was not 

severe. In the CK60 discard thore appeared to be some link between heads 

with poorly filled grain and those in which the rachie was bored. This was 

not apparent in the observation plots. 

Bird d,"wge is no usurlly scvci'e "-t Jwmzru except in early
 

:i. tu'in mz. crial. tird soarers wore employed and although some daiMge
 

occured in the Indian hlybrids this was compartively light.
 

2.Yield. 

(I) 	 Dry matter.
 
to
Tho yield of dry mr-tter r-.njed from 29,14 in CK 60 x Dyandal 

2,231 1 ounds -)r acre in 11' 125. 

In generl, with the exception of some Indian hybrids there was a 

matter with the later planting. Dryreduction in the yield of dry 

matter production in the local varieties was among the highest 

recorded. 

(II) Grcin. 

The highest yielding local v-.riety at Samaru so far has been SK 60.
 

In these plots it yielded 2,730 pounds per acre. This compares
 

reasonably with past yields which have usually ranged bet-ween 2,5 0 0 , 

and 3,000 pounds poi' cre. 

The second local v_.A.iety, SA!F 60 belonging to the Guinea rare, 

yielded 242 pounds per acre. This yiold is higher than that usually 

obtained from this variety. 
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First planting'. 

Of the 41 varietiu3 and hybrids in these observation plots, 25 gz.ve 
yields of moru than 2,500 pounds per acre. The highest yielding 
hybrids all came from the U.S.A. and five of these produced more than 
4,000 pounds of grain per acre. Hybrids produced by comieroial companies
 

occupied three of the top five places.
 

Although the vex'y early hybrids all gave low yields and the top five 
were among the latest of the U.S.A. hybrids to mature, a relationship 
between duration of growth and yield cannot be applied generally. The 
late-maturing, Indian hybrids Cave yields which were disappointingly 
low as their vegetative grovth had been promising. 

Among the U.S.k. hybi-ids, w.:ith few excepLions, the yield of dry matter 
and grain appear to be related as one rmght excpoct within similar 

types. In fact, notable exceptions were forage types er hybrids like
 

GA 	 609 which have very different parontages. 
The two cailiost and shortest Inian hybrids yields ofgr.vo grain 

slightly highr tlhin SK 60. All the other Indian hybrids in the first 
planting gave lower yields. The yield for OK 632 has been t.djusted 
fer a poor plant count and N 145 a forage type was not recorded. 

Second Planting. 
Yields wemgenerally reduced by late planting. Few varieties or Ilybrida 

gave yields as good as those obtained from the local varieties planted at the 
normal time. All the U.S.A. sorghums gave lower yields, .ften less than 
half those obtained from the first planting. Only x 1590 DeKalb exceeded 
3,000 peunds per acre and this was low oempared with the 4,923 pounds .. 

obtained, from the .early sowing. 
Thia generaliaation does not apply to the Indian hybrids. Of the three 

hybrids based on Zerazera, one gave roughly the same yield and the other two 
gave inereased yields in the second planting. The raning order among these 
three lyhbrids was completely reversed and this is difficult to explain. All 
three hybrids appeared to be very similar; the plant eount for 3572 was 
slighty lower in the first planting but not in the second planting. Two- tber 
Indsian )kybrids gave increased yields in the second planting. 
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General. 

Although it is difficult to explain the increased yields obtained in the 

second planting with some Indian hybrids, the reduction experienced in the U.S.A. 

a.id varieties may be taken a step further by referring to obsezvatinshybrids 

taken at hirvest. 

Plant populatiens were the same in both p axtings and although the se&Afd 

not quite as tall, the main differeneeplanting headed a few days earlier and was 

lay in the extent to which the heads filled out. It was very notioeable that 

the second planting the grain was small and almost sompletely enclosed by thein 

glumes# All the Indian and lwcal sorghums wiere normal but amng the U.S.A. 

and NK 330 fil.led out.varieties only CK 60 A, x 1590 DeKalb 

In addition, two apparently distinct types of lodging ocourred. Normal 

which the whole stem bent ever was exverienced in several plotsplodging in 
was oonsidered asespecially AKS 614 where all planta were affected. This not 

importarut in relation to grain yield as the second type of 1dging. 

A type of lodging cecurred in which the stems bent and eventually snapped 

about 2" - 3" above the soil. There were markedclean just above a node 


Norghum
varietal differences betweern the plots and SD 451 and White were so 

badly affected they were not harvested.
 

It is possible there may han been a relationship between this seond type
 

of ldging an'" the inability of most varieties in the second planting to set 

If it is assumed that all those varieties and hybrids whichnormal sized grain. 


failed to produce normal grain aere affected by the same thing, the differences
 

in the percentage of' st,3ms broken may have been merely a refleotion of
 

differences in mechanic.l atrength.
 

The 	following observatins are relevant:

(I) 	 The cause was not entomological. Stems were examined carefully
 

and the damage wds not due to stem borers.
 

(2) The symptoms began Eas a drying out of the pith from the base
 

upwards. This took place about three weeks after anthesis. When
 

the bending and brealkng occurred the pith had completely dried out
 

in the lower 4" - 6" of the stem leaving the vascular strvnds 

separated.
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Pathological exmninationa failed to reveal the cause. No fungal 

ri~colium or bacterial cells were found in teased material and no 

species was consistantly present in oultures from pieces of the stema. 

(3) As it seemed unlikely the cause was oither entomological or pathologicl,
 

soil pits were dug in the ;/hite Norghum plots which were badly affected 

and in Zeraz.eix. (3533) on an adjacont, unaffected plot where grain 

formation had been normal. Although, in fact, the root development in the
 

x Zerazora plots was better thin in White Norghum, there were also
 

differences in the soil profile and it would be wrong to relate the 

failure to set good seed in Vhita Norghum to this observation writhout a 

more careful examination. 

Therefore, all that can be said at this stage is that the second 

planting of U.S.A. hybrids failed to fill the grain; lodging and stem 

breaking were comion but it is unlikely this was caused by pests or 

diseases.
 

Ratoon croa. 

The first planting ratooned quite woll but flowored much later than the 

second planting and hLs not yet beei. harvested. 

G. Quality. 

Assuming the local sorghum to possess the quality demanded by the
 

Nigerian consumer, the only ones in these ob-orvation which approached the 

same standard voere the Indian hybrids CK 60 x 7530, CK 60 x 7532 and 

CK 60 x Zerazera.
 

Grain harvested from the first planting weathered badly unless it had 

a brown perciarp and testa in which case it was not palattable anyway. 

Unfortunately the grain filling in the second planting was not normal 

otheraise it is possiblo that white seeded types like White Norghum would 

have been acceptable.
 

H. Conclusion.
 

The many problems associated with growing relctively early maturing
 

sorghums in high rain±iall areas like Samaru, whether planted early or late,
 

may not be insurmountable, but they would appear to justify the attempt
 

being made to produou imiroved, dwarf, long-season types. 
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Variotj Days to 50/ 

ar:thesis 

Hoight ft. & 
in. 

' 'xsertion 
ill. 

Leaf disoases 
scalo 1- a 

1 ._12 1 2 1 2 1 2 

RS 301 F 5E 57 7'4" 6' 4" 3 2 2 3 

SD 451 E 46 4' 2" x I'2 12 9 4 

RS 501 51 50 4' 8" 5' 0" 8 8 4 4 

NB 505 50 49 4' 4" 3' 0" 1.0 12 5 4 

IThitu ivorghur. 51 48 3' 41 x 4 6 8 4 

ihite artin 55 2. 4' 8" 3' 4" 4 6 3 4 

hnite 7078 5E 55 3' 4" 214" 1 3 5 6 

Rs 6o8 55 53 4' 4" 31 1" 8 8 4 5 

RS 61o 58 53 4' 4" 3 6" 5 7 4 6 

RS 617 58 53 4'10" 5 0" 8 8 2 3 

IS 603 57 53 4' 8" 4'1 1" 6 8 4 4 

N. 80 56 51 3' 4" 3' 4" 6 7 4 6 

RS 681 56 50 4' 0" 4t 6"' 8 11 4 5 

GA 609 57 50 5' 4" 4' 8" 6 8 2 3 

OK 612 55 50 4'4" 1' 6" 2 14 5 6 

OK 632 5E 51 5' 0" 4' 4" 2 12 4 5 

AKS 614 60 51 4' 8" 4' 2" 8 7 2 4 

Ci 60 k 60 53 4' 8" 3' 6" 4 4 2 2 

TE 77 5E 55 4' 6" 4' 2" 5 8 3 4 

I. 88 b 55 4' 6" 5' 0" 6 8 3 3 

DoKalb F-63 5( 55 4' 8" 4' 2" 5 6 3 5 

x 1590 Doialb 5L 53 5' 2" 3' 10" 0 9 2 3 

NK125 41 49 4'0" 3'4" 2 12 7 4 

NK 145 4L 49 6' I0" 4' 10" 0 4 
II 

4 5 
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Dry Lttur Yield lb. grain /aoisture Dato harvost 

lb/aore acro at 12% at harvest 
Variety 	 moisture
 

t 2 2 1 2 	 ,2 

RS 301 F 11,706 10,637 3,768 2,291 23.7 24.5 19-9 19-11-63 

SD 451 3,151 x 1,705 x 22.2 x 5-9 19-11-63 

RS 501 4,813 5,246 2,668 1,654 31.0 37.4 5-9 19-11-63 

NB 505 4,264 3,773 2,365 1,731 29.0 14.5 5-9 19-11-63 

White Norghum 3,758 X 2,008 x 28.0 x 	 5-9 19- 11-63 

5-9 19-11-63White Martin 4,854 5,600 2,283 1,958 34.4 19.0 
v.rhite 7078 4,932 3,779 2,255 1,037 39.6 23.4 5-9 19-11-63 

Rs 608 5,614 4,761 3,328 1,223 32.8 17.4 5-9 19-11-63 

RS 610 6,926 6,701 2,860 2,354 3;.0 28.8 5-9 19-11-63 

Rs 617 8,666 9,244 4,730 2,998 36.6 27.0 5-9 20-11-63 

KS 603 4,973 3,618 2,558 i,267 35.4 11.5 5-9 20-11-63 

N. 80 4,375 3,581 2,613 1,514 36.0 23.2 5-9 20-11-63 

RS 681 5,411 4,224 3,548 921 31.0 12.9 10-9 20-11-63 

GA 609 13,811 7,211 3,795 2,893 30.0 22.6 19-9 20-11-63 

OK 612 6,502 5,053 2,915 1,250 21.7 25.0 10-9 20-11-63 

OK 632 4,358 5,163 2,304 1,306 24.2 14.2 19-9 20-11-63 

AKS 614 7,814 8,229 4,345 2,646 21.6 29.0 19-9 20-11-63 

CK 60 A 6,316 5,316 2,530 1,814 24.7 31.8 19-9 19-11- 3 
TE77 10,116 4,808 3,410 2,C42 27.3 23.5 19-9 20-11-63 

TE 88 O,806 6,655 3,823 2,665 22.9 26.0 19-9 20-11-63 

DeKalb r-63 6,057 4,651 3,245 1,564 33.6 22.2 10-9 20-11-63 

x 1590 DeKalb 6,428 5,632 4,923 3,545 29.0 11.6 10-9 20-11-93 

NK125 2,231 3,455 2,063 1,162 21.9 ',.5 10-9 20-11-63 

NK 145 x 4,261 x 2,428 x 15.6 x 20-11-63 



Vc.rioty DuYr to 50/6 Height ft. & I xsertion Lee disover 

anthosis in. in. scale 1-sver 

i 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

UK 210 53 53 4! 2 3'" 1 6 I0 3 7 

D 283 59 54 41 101' 4' 2" 10 12 3 7 

IK300 64 54 7' 4" 4' 4" 5 8 2 5 

W 310 59 56 4' 8" 3' 6" 8 10 2 4 

NI 330 64 54 1 7' 2" 5' 6" 4 5 3 4 

Cl 60 (& eckc) 60 54 4 10o, 4' O 4 3 - 3 

x 55-4937 (532 53 56 4' 4" 4' 0 5 6 3 4 

x 7530 (2947) 58 57 4' 8" 4' 2" 6 8 2 3 

x 7532 (3667) 65 57 '6'4" 7' 6" 6 6 2 2 

x lerazerm 0533) 64 57 7'4" 8' 0" 6 6 1 2 

x Zerizjra (3555' 64 57 17' 0" 7' C1 6 4 1 4 

x Zoraz-ra (3572) 66 5t 6' 4" 7' 2" 6 5 2 3 

x &arad (1121) 74 65 8' 0" 7'6" 4 2 2 I 

xKE-r-d (1122) 74 65 6' 4" 7' 0" 6 2 2 5 

Shenoli (1120) 71, 64 6' 0" 5')T 4 3 2 4 

x 1andyal (3814 70 65 6'1 0" 7' 8" 6 6 2 3 

x 1,,135-1 (I ) 60 1 6' 10"1 1'8,.8 6 3.5 

SFF 60 (Uoc-J. 
check) 125 18' 4" 5 3 

SK 60 (local 
check) 130 10' 2" 2 3 

1 = first date of planting
 
2 = second date of planting
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Dry mitter Yield lb. grain %moistures Date harvest. 
lb/acre acre at 12/ at harvest 

moisture 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

NK 210 6,222 5,368 2,750 1,528 28.0 8.0 19-9 20-11-63 
NK 283 7,872 5,710 3,630 1,315 26.6 16.o 10-9 20-1-63 
NK 300 15,677 10,274 4,950 1,938 30.0 19.4 19-9 20-11-63 

NK 310 8,281 5,685 2,998 1,861 21.9 25.0 19-9 20-11-63 
NK 330 1 9,i 98 8,960 4,043 2,883 36.4 26.2 10-9 20-11-63 
CK 60 (check) 8,027 7,396 3,122 2,244 29. 34.0 20-9 21-11-63 
* 55-4937 (532 7,461 7,694 5,328 2,259 24.0 13.8 19-9 21-11-63 

* 7530 (2947) 7,775 9,583 2,998 2,353 30.2 26.0 19-9 21-11-63 
* 7532 (3687) 9,404 13,612 2,668 3,914 23.9 29.6 20-9 2i-I1-63 
x Zerazera(3533) 9,673 9,802 2,173 2,07+ 27.8 24.0 20-9 21-11-63 
* Zerazera(3555) 13,900 9,125 1,786 2,612 19.2 33.6 20-9 21-11-63 
* Zerazera(3572) 118,433 10,859 1,238 3,522 18.5 30.2 20-9 21-11-63 
x Karad (1121) 21,330 14,843 1,925 1,544 33.5 35.0 20-9 21-11-63 
x Karad (1122) 21, CI14. 1,454 2,255 I,776 36..5 .N2 20-9 21-11-63 
x Shenoli (1120) 12,816 12,288 2,393 2,265 36.8 35.0 20-9 21,11-63 
x Nandyal (3814) 29,444 15,707 I,485 I,876 31.6 34.0 20-9 21-11-63 
x M35-1 (1054) 8,826 11.537 2,228 1 ,134 18.5 34.0 1209 21-

SFF 60 (Local
check) 20,760 2,421 22.6 119V1 

SK 60 (Local 
check) 19,277 2,730 32.0 11-41 

1 = first date of planting 
2 = second date of planting 
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Remarks and observations on the second planting.
 

'% true ' % stem'Head filled' 
Variety 'lodging' break '1-4normal' R E M A R K S 

RS 3o 0 0 2
 
SD 451 ? 75 1 Nor harvested
 
RS 5O1 - 5 2
 
NB 505 - 25 1
 
White Norghum - 85 1 Nor harvested. The worst plot of all
 
White Martin - 10 2
 
White 7078 0 0 2 Standing very well
 
RS 608 5 5 2
 
RS 610 5 5 3
 
RS 617 5 0 2
 
KS 603 5 0 1
 
N 80 0 0 2 Standing very well
 
RS 681 5 5 1 Only tillers filled grain 
GA 609 75 5 2
 
OK 612 5 5 1 Very poorly filled heads
 
OK 632 10 10 1
 
AKS 614 100 0 2
 
CK 60 A 0 0 4 Female sterility very marked head?
 
TE 77 0 0 3
 
TE88 0 0 3
 
DeKalb F-63 5 0 2
 
x 1590 DeKalb 5 0 4
 
NK 125 0 25 1
 
NK 145 5 0 2
 
NK 210 5 0 2
 
NK 285 0 80 1
 
NK 300 0 75 2
 
NK 310 5 0 2
 
NK 330 5 0 4
 
CK 60 (check) 5 0 3
 
x 55-4937 (532) 0 0 4 Grain small 

x 7530 (2947) 0 0 4
 
x 7532 (3687 5 0 4
 
x Zerazera (3533) 0 0 4
 
x Zerazera (3555) 0 5 4
 
x Zerazera (3572) 80 0 4
 
x Karad (1121) 0 0 See remarks Very bad midge attack 50% 
x Karad (1122) 75 0 - do - do -----

""
10 0x Shenoli (1120) 
0 "
 x Nandyal (3814) 5 


? 75 it
x M35-1 (1054) 
SFF 60 (check) 25 0 4
 
SK 60 (check) 0 0 4
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Maize Project, Samaru, Nigeria
 

0. J. Webster 

The maize work at the Institute for Agricultural Researchp Samarup in 

the past has been limited mostly to yield trials with few entries. These trials
 

have demonstrated the potential of the crop in the area. For examplep yields
 

of 2000-3000of 5000pounda per acre were harvested in 1963 and in 1964 yields 

pounds were recorded from a crop considered to be relatively poor.
 

With the increased support available from the S.T.R.C. "Major Cereals 

Project", the maize work has been expanded to determine if varieties can be
 

found or bred, and crop production practices which would make it possible for
 

this crop to be grown on a commercial basis throughout the ecological zone
 

of West Africa served by the Institute. In 1964, in addition to the Federal
 

Maize Trial, a small collection of varieties from Ibadan were grown in a
 

nursery for observation. Four populations of varietal hybrids were grown in
 

isolated fields for initiating a mass selection project.
 

These included:
 

Variety Pedigree Identity 

V - lO A - 2 xA - 72 H 504 xETO 

V - 56 A  48 x ES - 1 Ogbomosho 6492 x ES -I 

V - 58 A - 2 x ES - 1 H 5o4 xES  1 

V - 59 A - 1 x ES - 1 H 503 xES - 1 

The numbers A - 1 and A - 2 are advanced generation hybrids H 503 and 

H 504, respectively. The plots of V - 56, V - 58 and V - 59 were divided into 

quarters and approximately 100 ears were selected from each. The best ears 

from each were shelled and equal numbers of seed were bulked to make up a 
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yield trial in 1965 and for planting a znc cycie
a
composite for growing in 


selection plot. Drs. Lindsey mnd Vif,gin from 
Ibadan assisted in making the
 

10. This field was subdivided into plots,
-
selections in the plot planted to V 


rows x 12 yards in length. Plots with perfect 
stands contained 95 plants.
 

5 


selected from 20 competitive plants in each 
of the 42 plots. Each.
 

Ears were 

selected ear was shelled and the grain weighed. 
Equal numbers of se.ed from 

the 4 plants with the most grain were bulked. As 
a check, equal numbers of 

ears from each plot with the lowest weight,were 
also bulked. 

kernels from the 4 


trials as High Composite and
 
These two bulked lots are indicated in the 

1965 

Low Composite.
 

An irrigated (dry season) nursery was planted 
in December 1964 as a
 

trial to determine how the crop would develop 
and what success can be expected
 

from controlled breeding in this season 
of the year. The seedlings grew
 

slowly during January but eventually developed 
into normal plants. Soil fertility
 

limiting factor for plant development in
parts of the nursery. Good seed
 

was a 


sets were obtained by hand pollination provided 
they were made soon after sun

rise. The hot-dry wind dryed the tassels 
soon after anthesis. A green manure
 

crop of macuna and cowpeas will be ploughed 
into the soil in preparation for
 

the 1965-66 dry season nursery. In addition heavy application of farm-yard
 

manure, superphosphate and sulfate of ammonia 
will be applied.
 

The rains were late in 1964 and the ridging 
for the project was not
 

done until the last of May. Most of the 
nursery was planted in a dry seed bed,
 

the first week in June. Rains followed 
at frequent intervals and germination
 

was good. Prior to ridging, the fields 
were Liven an application of approximate

ly 200 pounds of superphosphate and 3 tons 
of farm-yard manure per acre. This
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is the standard practice followed over the experiment station for the cereal
 

work. Most nurseries jc1e plAutd -t a double rate and thinned to one plant
 

per foot of row. Sulfate of ammonia was applied at the time df thinning at a
 

rate of 30 pounds of nitrogen per acre by placing a measured amount in a shallow
 

hole 2 to 3 inches from each plant. A second application at the same rate was
 

ap;lied 4 weeks later and a third at the time of tasseling.
 

Plant growth this year is excellent. Root lodging will be a factor in
 

yield differences between varieties this year as well as last. Cultural
 

practices may be devised to reduce this type of lodging but there is greater
 

hope in the selection of lodge resistant types. Many of the entries this year
 

have stalk 12 to 14 feet in height with ear placement at 6 to 7 feet. When such
 

stalks carry heavy ears they are vulnerable to the storms which frequent the
 

area. In 1964, the variety V - 8 (H 504 x Tsolo) was outstanding for its
 

resistance to lodging. In 1965, it appears that the resistance to lodging is
 

inherited from Tsolo parent. The most promising group of varieties for stard

ability is a Columbia collecti:n, seed supplied by Dr. Lindsey, Rockefeller
 

Foundation, University of Ibadan. The ear placement on these varieties is, in
 

my opinion, about what is needed for Samaru for dry-grain production. The
 

continued attempt to improve the yield of rlexico-5, V - 10, and other such 

varieties may be unwise and greater emphasis should be placed on using the
 

Columbia material in thL breeding program. Th. variety with the highest
 

potential for yield is of no value, particularly for iry-grain production,
 

if the stalks are vulnerable to wind storms.
 

The breeding work with maize in its initial phase, at Samaruo will
 

continue to emphasize the evaluation of introductions and saving only those
 

which have characteristics thought to be of value in the breeding programs.
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One possible hazard to browing of maize in this area is the potential damage
 

from stem borers. The ' .... ' -". nt can tolerate a number of borers but 

maize plants infested with these pests are liable to stalk breakage, More
 

information is necded to determine if borers, particularly the first cycle,.
 

can be controlled with D.D.T. as they are in East Africa and elsewhere.
 

The plant spacing trial was planned to ietermine if there are yield
 

differences between plots with plants spaced at one foot and those with 2
 

..lants in hills spaced at 2 feet or 3 plants in hills spaced at 3 feet. To
 

late, all the maize has been planted by placing each seed in the soil with
 

fingers or a stick. If a hand corn planter is to be used hill planting could
 

be done more easily.
 

Numerous fertilizer trials with sorghum have been conducted in the
 

Samaru area but very little is known about the response of maize to lifferent
 

fertilizers in this area, Most of the sorghum and miilet planted on farms
 

rcceive no commercial fertilizer, If these crops develop hcads, some grain is
 

':iually produced. On the other hand, maize planted in the same fields may
 

produce a bpi;.2.y.:!r)o plant which may produce a tassel but no grain. The
 

simple trial planted as a part of the project this year demonstrated that in
 

soils with relatively Good initial fertility, the plots receiving no nitrogen
 

will yield poorly while those with 30 pounds applied at the time of thinning
 

are better but show the signs of a shortage of nil.rogen. The plots with 60
 

pounds of nitrogen have remained vigorous and green throughout the season and
 

it will be of interest to see if the 90 pounds application will give an
 

economic return over the plots receiving 60.
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YIELD TRIALS 

EXPERIM4NT I FEDERAL (65-1-11) 

No. Replications - 6 Plot size - 5 rows x 12 yds Date planted - June 2-3. 

Entries
Entries 


ES 1 Diacol V - 135
 
Eafro 231US 4 
V - 1 Ex W/RegionNS 5 
Bomo Local (Samaru)
H 503 
Mexico - 5 (Samaru)H 507 

Eafro 255
 

EXPLRIMENT II (Mass Selection) 

- June 3.No. Replications - 8 Plot size - 3 rows x 12 yds Date planted 

E:.-tries 

UnselectedMexico - 5 
Mass selected
Mexico - 5 


V - 10 Unselected
 
Mass selected (High yield components)V - 10 
Mass selected ( Low yield components)V - 10 

V - 10 Detasseled 
UnselectedV - 56 
Mass selected
V - 56 

Synthetic Samaru 
UnselectedV - 59 

Mass selected
V - 59 

Detasseled
V - 59 

Mass selected.
V - 58 
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(Entries from Western Nigeria, Dr. Wiggin)
 

EXPERIIENT III 

No. Replications - 3 Plot size - 2 rows x 12 yds Date planted - June 2. 

Entries Pedigree 

V - 8 A - 2 x Ah9 H 5o4 x Tsolo 6813 
V  10 A - 2 x \ 72 H 504 x ETO 
V  66 A - 76 x A 195 Br. 155 x H 507 
V 6 67 A  76 x A 196 Br. 155 x H 50l 
v - 68 A - 76 x A 156 Br. 155 xDiacol V 254 
V - 69 A - 76 x A 271 Br. 155 x Metro 
V - 70 A - 76 x A 159 Br. 155 xV -100 
V - 71 A - 76 x A 154 Br. 155 x Oiacol V-10 

V  72 ES - 1x A 154 ES - 1 x Diacol V-10l 
V  73 ES  1 x A 196 ES - 1 x H 501 
V - 75 ES - 1 x A 271 ES - 1 x MLtro 

V -76 ES - 1 x 159 ES - 1 x )iacol V-156 

V - 77 ES - 1 x A 156 ES - 1 x Diacol V-254 
A  2 H 504 (Advanced generation) 

A - 49 Tsolo 6813 
A - 72 Eto (Eafro 238) 

Mexico  5 Unselected Samaru 
V - 10 Unselected Samaru 

EXPRIIENT IV 

No. Replications - 4 Plot size - 3 rows x 12 yds Date planted - June 2 - 3 

Progen Entries
Progeny Entries I 


11142 Eafir 269
11152 Mokwa Local 3ulk 

11143 9ida Local Yellow 11140 Eafir 271
 

i0656-1 Bida Local White 11141 Eafir 272
 

10656-1 Bida Local Whitc 11141 Lagos White 
- I11146 K - 2 11153 ES 

3 11144 ES - 211149 K -

K - 6 11329 ES - 411147 
K - 44 11123 ES - 5
11151 


11112 H - 503
11148 K - 50 

507
11139 Eafro 250 11113 H -


Eafro 231 11250 Diacol V - 13311257 

11593 bicaraf:ua
i.145 Eafro 237 


11150 Eafro 254 
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EXP,.RI.,NT V Date of Harvest 

Varieties - Mexico - 5 and V - 10
 

No. Replications - 3 Plot size - 5 rows x 12 yds Date planted - June - 3 

Area harvested - 40 competitive plants per plot 

Harvest Dates 

A 50% pollen shed Aug. 13 
B Aug. 27 
C Sep. 9 
D Sep. 23 

Weights are taken on stalk, leaves and ears. 

EXPERIM NT VI University of Ibadan (Lindsey)
 

No. Replications - 0 Plot size - 1 row x 12 yds Date olanted - July 10 

Entr 

US 4 - A III x Caribe C 41 - H 102 
FDC - Flint - Dent Composite C 50 - H 252 C 
C 42 - H 154 11 36 - (Mexican Poble Cross) F2 
C 43 - H 104 (N-9 x N-69) x (N-28 x N-31) 
C 48 - H 205 (N-9 x N-69) x (N-15 x N-28) 
c 49 - H 253 (N-15 x N-6) x (N-31 x N-38) 

C 53 - V 206 
(N-15 x N-6) x (I1-30 x N-38) 
(N-28 x N-31) x (C 121 F x C 131 A) 

C 5L - V 254 Mexico - 5 (Samaru) 

EXPERII1,NT VII (Late plJ.ntinp)
 

No. Replications - 4 Plot size -4 rows x 12 yds late Planted - July 9 

Entries
 

'lexico - 5 (Selected) 
V - 10 (Selected) 
V - 56 (Selected) 
V - 59 (Selected) 
ES - 1 (Ibadan)

"
 Eafro 235 
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EXPERIMENT VIII Spacing Trial 

oate planted - June 3 
No. Replications - 6 Plot, size - 4 rows x 12 yds 

Variety V - 10 

Spacing 

A 1 plant pur foot and row
 

B 2 plants in hills spaced 2 feet in the row
 

C 3 plants in hills spaced 3 feet in the row
 

EXPERIMLNT IX Fertilizer trial 	with nitrogen 

- 6 Plot size - 4 rows x 12 yds Date planted - June 3
 
No. Replications 


Variety V - 10
 

Treatments
 

A - Control
 

B - 30 lbs N at thinning June 29
 
C - " , , 	plus 30 lbs July 24 

plus 30 lbs July 24 and plus 30 lbs" D - " 	 , 
Aug. 24. 
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OBSERV 'TION PLOTS 

Suc supplied by Dr. Lindsey. Planted and sibbed durin, dry season 1964/65.
 

Imported from Colombia
 

Code Pedigree
 

C-I (USA 342 x Diacod V 206) - 51/ 
c-2 (Eto x USA 312) - 511 
C-3 Cub. 325 x USA 3h2) - 5# 
C-4 (Yotoco x Cub. 325 B1.) - 4#
 
C-5 (Yotoco x Diacol V 351) - 3#
 
c-6 (Yotoco x Eto) - 31
 
C-7 (Yotoco x USA 342) - 3#
 
C-8 ((USA 3142 x Diacol V 206) - h# x Diacol V 254) #
 
C-9 ((Eto x USA 342) - h# x Jiacol V 254)#
 
C-10 ((Cub. 325 x USA 3L2) - h# x Jiacol V 254)#
 
C-li (Yotoco x Cub. 325 BI,) - 3# x Jiacol V 254)#
 
0-12 ((Yotoco x Jiacol V 351) - 2# x Diacol V 254)#
 
C-13 Compuesto Flint-Dent C tribe (Granada Grup 2) - 2#
 
C-1h Compuesto Tuxpantigua Amarillo - 2#
 
C-15 Compuesto Tuxpeno Flint Caribe (Tuxpeno x Francisco Flint de Peru) -2
 

C-16 Compuesto Caribe knarillo (Cuba-Puerto Rico) - 2#
 

C-17 Compuesto Tuxpeno Amarillo Caribe (Tuxpeno Sanvibag) - 2#
 
C-18 Composite III Amarillo Cuntro America (Cuba 40-Hawaii 5 - San Luis
 

Potosi 104) - 2# 
C-19 Compuesto Caribe ,marillo (Cuba Antiborsan) - 2# 
C-20 Compuesto Flint-Dcrit C-xlbe (Puerto Rico Grupo 2) - 2# 
C-21 (ilez. 17 Lineas -Imarillav) - 4# 
0-22 (iNcz. 17 Lincas Amllas. x Mcz. 4 vards. Ams) - 3# 
C-23 (ez. 4 Vars. -marillas) - 14/ 
C-214 (4,, . Line i 3];incas) - 14 
C-2 " (ez. 9 Lincas Klancas x 'Ifiz. 5 variedades 31ancas) -3# 

C-26 (iqez. 5 varidravls 31ancas) - 11 
C-27 (Per. 330 x Eto) - N1/ 
C,-2 3 (Vcn. 305 x flV..351) - 6Y 
C-29 (D.V. 1 x D.V. 351 - //) - 5# 
C-30 (D.V. 101 x D.V. 351) - 14 
C-31 (Ven. 1 - 6# x EtO) - 4# 
C-32 Eto 
C-33 ).V. 351 
C-34 Ven. 1 - 5# 
C-35 Per. 330 - 8#
 
0-36 Von. 305 - 3#
 

C-37 Nar. 330a - 7#a 
C-38 Nrtr. 330b - 12b 
C-39 Colombia 2 
C-40 Mz. Cruces Int. Amarillo 
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BREEDING
 

1.Varieties for 2nd cycle mass selection
 

V - 10 and V - 56 

Variety for ist mass selection 

Mexico - 5 

2. Ear to row plantings for observation and inbreeding
 

Variety No. Rows
 

V -10 355
 
Mexico - 5 139
 
v - 56 89
 
V - 58 73
 
V - 59 113
 

3. S, Lines for inbreeding and planting in a top cross plot with ?Iexico - 5 

as a pollen source.
 

Variety No. lines
 

V - 10 282
 
Mexico - 5 119
 
V - 58 58
 
V - 59 93
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Research pi'ograrm o on Ponisetum millets at Kano, 

Northern Nigeria. 

by 

A. 0. Abifarin 

In the Northern Region of Nigeria, millet is second only to
 
guineacorn (SrTmap) as a food crop and in the drier northern areas
 

it supercedes guineacorn in importance, Three main types of millet are
 

rcco, r..nJ .; 1goro Pennisetum yphoideum, 'dauro' and 'Maiwa' both of 
which are regarded at present as Pegronsetum maiwa. New nomenclature for 

the genus is being proposed, 

'Gero' millet is the most videly grown of those types over a large 
area in the far North. It is early sown and early maturing, taking about 
90 days from sowing to harvest. Considerable morphological variability 

.exists between 'varieties' Head length varies from a few inches to over six 
foot, grain colour. hairiness of the head (a possibly useful character for
 

resistance to bird damage) plant height and tillering capacity are all 
highly variable° One of the least variable characters is season length, there 
being a difference of only about ten days between the earliest and the 

latest of the 'vtiriotias' tested in this countrjo 

'Maiwa' millet is generally less important than 'gero' although it 
is found throughout the Pennisetun growing areas of Northern Nigeria. 
It is however more important in the south west of Bornu Province, in 

northern Katsina Province and in the south west part of Niger Province. 
'Maiwa' is freely tillering, hairy and usually red-based during active 

growth. 

1Dauro t differs only from Imaiwal in being a transplanted crop and 
is glabrous. It is grown only on the Jos Plateau and in southern Zaria. 
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Cultural practises employed by the local farmers for the three typos
 

are differento With 'goreI no preliminary cultivation is done, the crop is
 

at six feet intervals inusually intercroppod with guineacorn or covrpea 

as early as possible after thefurrows three feot apart, Sowing is done 

first appreciable rain. 'Yhiwal is sown later, frequently when it is too 

late for 'gero' or on land that is too poor to support guineacorn. In some' 

areas it is scdn as a sole crop but intercropping is more usual. Sowing 

normlly takes place in July., 'Dauro' is a transplanted crop. It is 

broa.. a .. '.- n'z'-=y beds near coumpounds in Junegenerally sown 

or July. Plants are transplanted when 18 - 24 inches high: one plant per 

Vii,'cn 'daueol is sovm direct it resemblesstand at six inches spacin~g, 


Imaiwa' . ll'hiwa' a-2. 'f..'11' ... ozz1 wvi+h 'goro' but this does not
 

tho different time ofnormally take place in the field because of 
in the

flowering. 'Gorol is not light sensitive and will flower at any time 

year whereas 'maiwal is light sensitive and being a short-day plant it 

are
flowers only late in the year (October and November) when day lengths 

short
 

has been with the 'gore' type of millet. In
-lost of the work done 

1958 a survey was carried out and collections were made thr6ughout Northern 

of yield trials were conducted. InNigeria. Cc.... :,; in 1960 a series 


these trials varieties representative of the Igero' crop within each area
 

o trials in this series was only limited,were tested. Yield v.iat.on 

In 1962 the highest yield was only
with generally fairly low yield levels. 

855 lb. of grain per acre. However, some varieties appeared promising and
 

series of interzonalfive of them were subsoquontly tested in a second 

trials. 

In the second series, the standard set of five varieties were
 

compared at locations in the min ecological zones. The variety exc Bornu,
 

a poptlation from Gashua, has done consistently well at all
representing 

sites and the average yield f-om five locations in the important Sudan
 

acre.';*. grain persavanna zone over +I- 11---. to 1..9 1 ,311 lb of 

http:v.iat.on
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Over the years those into:, and intra- zonal trials helped to 

determine the adaptability of those varieties to a wide range of ecological 

conditions. Last year nino outshations yield trials included these best 

selected and maintained in isolation infive populations of 'gzro' millet 

were generally lessKano, and an appiopriate local control. The results 

consistent than in previous years.
 

At Daura and Birnin Kobbi the ex Bornu variety was top as it had been
 

At Yandev all the varieties supplied from Kano outyielded the localin 1963. 

by a largo (at Icast 84 per cent) margin but they did not differ between 

each other. Taking these three results together with those of previous 

years, the ex Bornu variety has done consitently well and it has been put 

At 11aiduguri, yields
into multiplication at each of the sites this year. 


of entries wore not differont froi each other. The local variety was top 

and the phenotypically identical ex Bornu, second. At many other stations 

last year there were no consistent yield trends. 

Further collections of 'gore' and 'maiwa' varieties wore rmade from 

Gashua in Bornu Province because the original collection from there had 

proved successful. In 1964 from this collections, P64/4 and P64/17 

,
looked promising .. " ... on and had final yields of 2,118 and 

2,017 lb. per acre respectively, compared with the ex Bornu control mean of 

1,269 lb. p; ac m Those two s-loctions replaced ex Sokoto and ex Kano 

in the 1965 series of' r,-+,'--,+ tnics 

This year 309 hiigerian populations of 'gore' r.fllot were grown in 

observation plots. These include B35, and N6, which outyielded the ex 

Bornu control in 1964 Tho Nhi'gerian collection was scored for vigour, 

disease incidence and other characters.- The collection contains a 

wealth of unstuied potential genetic mnrkors such as anther colour, 

fascicle hairs and loaf colour, 
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The exotic collections included 64 lines from Bambey, Senegal and 

were grown with a systematic cont'ol. None of the lines outylelded the 

mean of the neighbou:2ing cont±ols, although lines CG 28, CG) 45, CG 4 and 

CG 33 closely a6!-v-- io?-!-!, 

A collecton of six typical 'goro millet varieties from Niger 

Republic was received in late June, 1964. Unfortunately although all 

varieties foi-nod heads, none rot seed. In 1965 seed setting is satisfactory. 

The 46 su .ivors of the USA collection last year are sown in 

unreplicated observation plots this year. Their characteristics and yield
 

are being further studied, 

A world collection of Ponnisetum received from Dr. Rachie in India
 

-has been sown for r'- : .......- r- this year.
 

As a result of cooperation with USA and help from Dr. Burton, work 

on cytoplasmic male sterile lines was started last year. Unfortunately due 

to the late arrival of seed and the subsequent drought after planting, no 

seeds were formed, Our ultimate long term objective is to develop a high 

yielding hybrid based on a Nigerian cytoplasmic male sterile parent. 

In 1962, 26 lines from the ox Bornu populations were selected and 

put in a polycross nursery in 1063. The seed harvested :Prom those 26 

mother lines in the 1963 polycross Nursery was put into replicated yield 

trial in 1964, Yields of the lines were different ranging from 2,069 lb. 
to 1 ,383 lb 0 pc:, a:'. The. ;oa;~ tho ht .1 yielding lines from last 

year\s polycross Nursery entered the second polycross cycle. 

Population studies in 1964 showed that yield increased linearly from 

619 lb. per acre at low poptuLotions (3,600 plants per acre) to 1,357 lb. per
 

acre at high populations (57,600 plants per acre). At the highest population
 

0.72 fertile tillers per plant were produced. 

In a date of planting test last year the highest yield (1,114 lb. per 

acre) of 'gero was harvested from the first planting (May 28th). Later 

plantings gave poor yields and seeding after the end of June failed. The 

highest two yields of 'maiwa', 643 lb. and 920 lb per acre, were obtained 
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from plots planted the first two weeks of July; subsequent plantings 
failed. In g-owth habit the Idaurot resembled 'maiwal although its yields 
were much lower (highest, 171 lb. per acre).
 

This year there is a trial for testing the variability in terms 
of yield, heading time, morphological characters and disease resistance
 

tof 5 varieties of local t maiva and one bulk of a 'daurof variety. 

As an appendix to this paper, a list of the mterial held in the 
various collections in Mano is given. 
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Sorghum and Millet Brooding Studies
 
Serere Experiment Station
 

Srere, P.O. Soroti, Uganda.
 

A.J. CASADr.
 

INTRODUCTION 

The sorghm and millet breeding phase of the projest had bow 

delayed beeause of lack of housing for personnal. Through the owrteq 

of the East African Agriculture and Forestry Research Organiaatiop hinwt 

ham been made available until U.S.A.I.D./A.R.S. homing i cmaleted. 

A.J. Casady, plant breeder, arrived for duty at the Sorere Research Statimc 

July 28, 1965. 

Althou h the uorghn and millet breeding lak of the project 

w1ll be centered at the Serere Research Station, it-is iot latenled 

that the services of project be confined to the eomtry of Urmla. It 

is intended that the results and services of the projeet be wAedaed e 

all East African eomtries that vish to participate. 
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Finger NJIlle (tlnugaw gingIm) inuan mportax,b Siai in 

man parts of East Africa. For example,, abut 1,250,000 awes ae 

grown annually In Uganda, and it In the staple food for e than 50 

percent of the people of that country. Although not an e iew3y grm 

in other East African countries; considerahle acreages aro pvm la bmp, 

Tanzania, and Zaabia. 

Finger millet hs several advantages. The prain stee tall 

and has few storage imeats. The grain can also be easily psn 1 the 

equipment possessed by tha peasant farmers. It Tfpmb wil to good 

cultual and fertilizer practices, and yields of at least 20=0 pownds per 

acre can be expected under good rainfall with good cuitwal and fertiliser 

practices. 

Finger millet has certain disadvantages. Beeam= of its IWently 

small seed, it Is difficult to got good stands. Also the small seedlings 

do not compete well with weds. The heads ripen wnevnly, and the gain 

has a tendenoy to shatter befere properly ripe. The grain In also low in 

protein content as compared to other commn e"4a19. It in blleid, 

howver, that stand and wed problese can be overcome throw& ao eami 

experimntation, and that umven ripening, shtttering, and lev protein san 

be corrected by plant breeding. 
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The most serious disease of faeilt In East Afrioa is blat 

( kJ.Jn]ii W ). In ssceptible varie.ies, this diseame probably 

destroys 10 percent or more of the heads. Resistant varieties are avail

able; therefore, breeding for resistanoe to blast is feasible, 

Breeding of Finger alleta: 

A. Previous work at Serere E periment Station. 

1'ny local and Introduced varieties of finger millt hayn be 

observed and tested by a number of plant breeders at the Serere Statre. 

From this work only 52 variaties have been retained on the basis of iSM, 

disease zsistance, and other desirable oharacteristios. 

B. Work Carried out in 1965. 

1. The 52 varieties in the Serere collection were planted in 8iWle 

25 - foot row in February and groan during the first rains season fer 

observation and seed increase. Based on observation and past yield trIala, 

12 varieties were Planted August 11 in large plots for fettr seed Uares. 

The seed increase was for the purpose of initiating wide scale testing In 

1966 to determine the range of adaptation of the varietio. Intreat In 

such tests has been esressed by several of the East AfrAan countrie 

ineluding Uganda, Kenya, Tansania, Sudan, Zambia, and Samali RelpobMW 
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2. The Wrld Collftlio of Figawr mal1t, ioh hom bee eelleeted In 

wdia, we eOaird tbaqA the Plant nlea Station, Bltfvdlle, 

Ilaxkland. Thft enection emsiste of 74 varieties and rtpreto geni

p1 frm all thm ortant, fLngexar uilht emmtiieo of the world. 

Sush a e sholdM pw halblo in fnmishixg cwh ombaotristiom 

am hih yield, straw strength, dieas id imnct iota o , and grman 

qulity. 

Unfortunately, the seed of the World Collection arrived late in 

the first rains season, and, m a oonm~qmnco, it ould not ba planted 

until April. In general, the varieties did not do ulM, probbly due 1n 

part to late planting. Svral varietier. failed to amrgo, and a =ber 

failed to head. Ilo*vareo cexd ivas obtained frm 605 mrioiOo. Ther Will 

be grown in the first rains season of 1966 for observation and ovaltntion. 

3. One of tha variaties in the Smare colloction has chmm inaiity to 

blst ). Thia variety, 3599 hs largo gloa,, a low 

threshing peroent, and low yield. Crosseom re ide beti-Mon 359 cnd five 

of the highest yielding varietiea in tho Serero collection. From those 

eoeses, a pedigree h ding systam will be followed in the anticipation 

Of Ocmbiing thm imity of 359 with high yield 
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Bafrunh El1)at (hI.M) Is1an important eal mV 
In several East African ountries. it is grm otewuiv*],y as the m 
saNdY soils in mtb*ur Uganda, a it In the seood most important .sea, 
or" In Sudaa The " is also gom In [eq and Tansaam. Interest
 
in the crop haa also been ampr 
 ed 1W the Sal Republi. 

Bulrush illot has certain fatums which sake it an attractive
 

crop. 
 It Is more drought rwiutata than morghm ad does better e "W 
soil. The grain Inhigher in protein than either morgt or maie. b. ., 
fore, it has a definite advantage for those developing countries wthih )on 

a protein defisient diet. Because of its relative large se@d, stroug
 

seeding vigwc0, and eae of harvesting, It ahz-A fit wll Into wodwa
 
economic agriculture. 
 The prioe paid to Fast African farzirs in usally 

about 30 - 35 Sent African cents, and Scrae farm y~elds avergo 1,500 
pounds per are,, wemg the rop a very attractive proposition. It rempmb 
well to pod cultural and fertiliae practioss, giving up-wmrd to 2,000 -

2,500 poumds per aue. 

Bulrush mllet In nt seriously pleagued 1W Imsect. and diseases 
in East Africa. Its most sarious disease Is Sphaselk disease (osaidial 
stage of IliziMas . No good resistance to this disease isnmo; how emv, 
the disease in not sericas and 1m ralaftl oseadtls where the amp 

Is usuf~lj grown. 



BreUml Bubzah IUJ et: 

A. Tho disovery of ytoplawio xae stw-lity in 195S by 

G.W. Barton, Cwopq Reamroh Div~ioji, Agricatml Reoanh Swvjces, 

U.S.D.A. made the develomeon of bU=rh mqUct rb2 .siblo. With 

the We Of hYt1r&i It IVi =PCcto th-A giuln ylolj ver 

substantially. The bweeding pr~a. of Vtia proac ulU bi dirGncd 

toward the prouation of hybrtd and the elotation of hybrid vigor. 

B. Previous Work at the Seme Experiment Station. 

A nmber of lo al and irbroduced variotioo hio been groun and 

observed at the Serere Station. The racot ityit t a, thevo Is the Z7ulu 

type introduced fram Went Africa. It hbar a larGar L-rin and higher yield 

than the local types and it is preferred by the trade. 

By uae of mass selection, six opn pollinated vu ietiee have been 

developed from the Zuarungu type. iM testa have chmm theue varieties, 

to be higher yielding than the local typou. Me varletiev, aro vmameat 

variable, however, in regard to head typv kv!ightp ard presenco of awn. 

Therefore, additional selection in nooded. 

At tho prosent tiw, it is not kwnon if any of the six varietiea 

possess the fertility restorer gco t1at, ia eavantial for produatiou of 

bulrush millet hybrids. Homver, olevo iftad Us- Lxhm d vloped fr 

the variti e and tooting for fertility resto.atii gnet ill bo carried 

cut with thee Wihd lines. 
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C. Work Carried out In 1965. 

1. The six Sorere varieties were grown for seed increase and selting 

to establish inbred lines for use in the development of hybrids. The seed 

Increase was for the purpose of obtaining sufficient seed for wide scalq 

testing. Although the varieties are not entirely uniform in ALU respects, 

uniformity is not too essential under the present system of agriculture in 

East Afrla. 

2. Apprcimately 500 individual plants were selfed in each of the six 

varieties. Mmay of the plants net little or no seed under tho selfing 

bags, and a nmber of the bags were blown off by hbgh w1us before blooming 

us complted. Despite such losses, selted seed us obtained from approi

ately 200 plants of each variety. This muber should fairly Well sample 

the varieties, and serve as a basis for devaloping inbred lines to be used 

as parents of hybrids. 

3. The eleven inbred lins developed at the Serere Station were 

crossed to Tift 23 and Tift 18 qytoplasmic male rterile lines. The 

resulting hybrids will be evaluated in 1966 for fertility restoration and 

general peformne. 

4. No extensive hybridization progrea was Initiated in 1965. iovever, 

the eleven Serere inbred line. were croued to Tift 239, a dwrf variety 

developed by G.W. Burton. Lodging Is a problem, and reduction of height 

may help to alleviate the problem. 
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D. World Collection of Bulrush Millet. 

The World Collection has been assembled in India and contains approxi.
 

mately 2,100 lines. The collection has been obtained through the courtesy
 

of Dr. Kenneth 0. Rachie, Rockefeller Foundation, New Delhi, India. This
 

collection will be evaluated under the conditions of East Africa, and the
 

more promising material will be incorporated in the breeding program. 

The India bulrush millet breeders have a well advanced hybrid breeding
 

program, and they have a number of promising hybrids under test. Dr. Rachie
 

has supplied seed of ten of the more promising India hybrids. These hybrids
 

will be grown in a replicated yield trial in 1966.
 

Comparative grains yields of the bulrush millet variety,
 
Serere 
Serere 

Farm Bulk, 
lOL/3. Se

and 
rere 

the bulrush millet hybrid, 
Research Station, 1965. 

Tift 23 x 

Paired 
Plot No. 

Farm 
bulk 

Lbs. per Acre. 
Tift 23 x 

Serere 1OL/3 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

1415.7 
965.6 

1248.7 
1589.9 
1190.6 
1815.0 
2395.8 
1698.8 
1764.2 
1982.0 

3310.6 
3448.5 
2453.9 
2453.9 
3223.4 
4174.5 
3630.0 
3630.0 
3267.0 
3310.6 

Mean 1606.6 3290.2 
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SORGHUM 

Sorghum (Sorghum vulgare) is one of the most important cereals in East
 

Africa, and it is the most important cereal crop in some countries, for
 

example Sudan. Although maize is preferred by many of the people of East 

Africa, sorghum is the staple food of a large number of people. Sorghum 

will give higher yields than maize under low rainfall and poor soil condi

tions. Therefore, sorghum culture should be encouraged for such areas.
 

Sorghum is easy to handle as a crop, and would fit easily into mechanized
 

agriculture. It has a large see)., competes well with weeds, and +he shorter
 

types can be readily harvested with a combine. However, most of the crop is
 

presently harvested by hand in East Africa, so combine height is not an
 

essential feature. Sorghum responds well to good cultural and fertilizer
 

practices. With good management, 2000 pounds per acre can be expected from 

the open pollinated varieties and up to 3000 pounds from hybrids. 

Sorghum has some serious pests. Birds present a problem in some areas
 

and some seasons. Breeding for bird resistance has alleviated the problem to
 

some extent, and no doubt further progress can be made. Central shoot fly is
 

probably the most serious insect pest. Stem borers and aphids also cause
 

serious yield reductions under some conditions. Striga (witchwe2d) is the
 

most serious weed of sorghum.
 

Several diseases attack the sorghum crop in East Africa. Two smuts,
 

covered kernel smut and head smut, are prevalent on some varieties. Sphacelia
 

disease can be a serious disease under high rainfall conditions.
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Breedin- Sorghumt 

A. There has been a very active and well con lucted sorghum 

breeding program at the Serere Experiment Station since 1958. This 

proaram has been developed by Hugh Doggett of the East African Agri

culture and Forestry Research Organization. It is not the intention 

of the USAID/ARS Project to initiate a sorghum breeding program of 

its own, but rather to supplement the existing program.
 

B. The tradional approach to sorghum improvement at the Serere
 

Station has been to develop pure line varieties by selection and
 

hybridization, and more recently by the development of hybrids. 
 Con

siderable progress 
as been made in yielding ability, bird resistance,
 

Striga resistance, and some progress has been made in Central Shoot
 

Fly resistance. The development of hybrids have increased yield by at
 

least 25 per cent.
 

C. Work Carried out in 1965. 

1. Variety and Hybrid Improvement.
 

(a) Parents of existing hybrids are being improved by backcross

ing for such undesirable characters as excessive height, small grain, 

purple straw color, and susceptibility to leaf blight. Fl rows of 119 

first and second backurosses were grown in the first rains season, and 
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236 F2 rows were grown in the second rains. Also, a 10-row bulk of
 

each cross was grown. 
Fifty-nine second and third backcrosses were
 

made from the F1 
 rows grown in the first rains, ajid these backcrosses
 

were gron,.m in the second rains. A large number of selections was made
 

from this material. and F4 rows
F3 from the first crosses and first 

backcrosses were tfrown in progeay row trials; 184 of such entries were
 

planted in two replications in the first rains. Seloctions from the 
best of these were I:rown in a two replication screeining trial in the 

second rains*
 

Since sorghum is used for human consumption in &st Africa,
 
grain quality is an important aspect of sorghum breeding. The ob

jective of this phase of the breeding program is to devclop a medium
 

maturity sorghum .:rainwith high quality. One hundred and twenty

five replicated progreny wererows devoted to thethis work in first 

rains, and 161 replicated progeny rows were grown in the second rains. 

A program of recurrent selection, using populations incorporating 

cytoplasmic male-sterility, is an important phase of the breeding program. 

During the first rains, four bulk populations were grown, and selections
 

were made from them. Two bulks and a trial of 125 strains were grown in 

the second rains.
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(b) Development of new male sterile lines is essential in any 

hybrid sorghum program. Seventy-two progeny rows in the first rains 

and 206 in the second rains were devoted to developing new male sterile 

lines to be used as parents in future hybrids. 

(c) Sixty-one new sorghum hybrids were made in ihe first rains 

season. 
They were tested in a replicated yield trial during the second
 

rains. Nine of these new hybrids proved to be as good as or better than 

the control hybrid (ifx 57), and the best hybrids yielded nearly three 

times as much as the standard variety Serena.
 

(d) Fifteen hybrids received from the Rockefeller Foundation
 

New Delhi, India were tested in a replicated yield trial during the
 

second rains. Three of these Indian hybrids yielded as much as the 

standard Serere hybrids, H x 57 and H x 58. The best of the hybrids 

yielded 78 per cent more than the variety Serena. 

(e) The sorghum breeding program at the Serere Station is
 

designed to serve all the countries of East Africa. Therefore, if
 

the program is to be successful, it is essential that the varieties
 

and hybrids developed and tested at the Serere Station be t-3ted at
 

many locations in East Africa. In 1965, the most varietiespromisintc 

and hybrids from the Serere program were tested at 37 locations 

throuthout Ugandas Kenya, and Tanzania. The results of these trials
 

should be most informative regarding the adaptation of the varieties
 

and hybrids. Sufficient seed of seven new hybrids was produced in
 

1965 for regional trials in 1966.
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2. 	 Breeding for Central Shoot Fly Resistance.
 

Central Shoot Fly is 
a serious insect pest of sorghum in East
 

Africa. 
Since no economical insecticidal control is known, breeding
 

for resistance is a logical means of control. 
Some of the Serere
 

varieties have shown some resistance, and one approach has been to
 

intercross t:.e best of these varieities in the anticipation of concen

tratin, the ;:enes for resistance. Namatare, a Buganda beer sorghum, 

has very good resistance. Namatare has been crossed with the best 

Serere varieties with the hope of transferring its resistance to good 

grain 	types. 

In the first rains, 75 progeny rows derived from the first 

backcross of the two types of crosses were grown in three replications.
 

In the second rains, 1I selections from the first backcross material 

were grown in three replications.
 

Second backcrosses to Namatare were made in the Namatare material 

during the first rains. These backcro~ses were grown in 275 forrows 

observation and selection during the second rains. 

3. 	 Development of Tetraploid Sorghm. 

The development of tetraploid grain sorghum is an 	important 
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phase of the Serere sorghum breeding program. One of the major dif

ficulties in developing a tetraploid grain crop is obtaining good 

seed set. This difficulty has largely been overcome by crosaing and 

backcrossing colchicine-induced tetraploid cultivated varieties to
 

. almum, a tetraploid sorghum with good seed set,
 

The following outline gives a swcnary of the scope of the
 

tetraploid work in 1965:
 

(a) S. almum. 87 rows grown in first rains. 

(b) 1st backcross. Tetraploid grain sorghum x S. almun. 

20 rows in first rains. 

(a) 	2nd backcross. Tetraploid grain sorghum x S. almum.
 

68 rows in first rains.
 

(d) 3rd backcross. 	 Tetraploid grain sorghum x 3. almum. 

1302 rows in firsL ralns, and 

727 rows in second rains. 

(e) Tetraploid cytoplasmic malc-steriles. 

18 rows in first rains, and 

56 rows in second rains. 

(f) Intercrosses of 3rd backcross totraploid derivatives. 

66 rows in first rains, and 

135 rows in second rains. 
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(g) Autotetraploid grain sorghums for maintenance and crossing.
 

90 rows in first rains, and
 

145 rows in second rains.
 

(h) Seventeen tetraploid breeaing, bulks were composed, trown,
 

and selection made within in 1965. 

4. 	 Maintenance of Pure Lines.
 

Fifty-two male-sterile lines were -rown together with their
 

corresporidini B-lines for maintenance and multiplication. These male

sterile lines repreient lines from Lhe Serere Station, United States,
 

and other countries. They will be used as female parents in develop

ing new hybrids from pollinator lines developed at the Serere Station.
 

A varietal collection of 468 pure lines was proe for main

tenance. This collection is fairly representative of the sorghum 

varieties in existance, and it serves as a Cene pool for many character

istics. Such a collsction is invaluable as source material for breeding 

problems and genetic studies. 



MAIZE GENETICS
 

Kitale, Kenya
 

Steve A. Eberhart
 

Maize breeding in Kenya is conducted by the Maize Research Section
 

Funds for this research come from the
 as a single coordinated program. 


the Kenya Ministry of Agriculture; the Kenya Maize
following sources; 


Marketing Board; the Department of Technical Cooperation, Great 
Britain;
 

the Rockefeller Foundation; and the United States Agency for International
 

S. DepartmentDevelopment and the Agricultural Research Service of the U. 

of Agriculture in cooperation with E.A.A.F.R.O.
 

The primary contribution of the USAID-ARS/EAAFRO maize genetics re

search is adapting breeding methods to conditions present in developing
 

countries and in evaluating the relative efficiencies of these methods 
so
 

that future breeding programs can make maximum progress for the minimum 

As these results become available, this information
expenditure of funds. 


as well as other information obtained from statistical genetic theory and 

similar experimental data elsewhere is used to advise maize, sorghum and
 

millet breeders how to increase the effectiveness of their breeding programs.
 

Because the maize research in Kenya is conducted as one coordinated
 

program, the contribution of any one supporting agency cannot be clearly 

Hence, this report will cover some of the most important aspects
defined. 


of progress made by the Maize Research Section as a whole. 



The ecological conditions in Kenya require maize breeding
 

programs for three distinct areas. One long rainy season occurs
 

west of the Rift Valley and most of the maize is grown between
 

4500 and 7500 feet. Maize breeding for this area is done at
 

Kitale and Kakemega. The senior staff at Kitale consists of
 

the Senior Maize Research Officer, 11. N. Harrison; Maize Geneticist,
 

S. A. Eberhart; Maize Breeder, F. Ogada; kaize Agronomist, A. Y.
 

Allan; Assistant Maize Breeders, R. Sandhu -nd B. Gichui; and
 

Assistant Agronomist, J. iiugambi. One assistant Maize Breeder,
 

B. wamalwa is at Kakemega. Breeding trials are also conducted Pt
 

Njoro and Endebess. East of the Rift Valley there are two rainy
 

seasons and two crops a year requiring medium maturity varieties
 

at similar altitudes. The breeding york for the better rainfall
 

parts of this region was initiated in the first rainy season this
 

year at Embu by C. Kagira, Maize Breeder. The drier arens of
 

this region require a much earlier maturing maize to escape the
 

The breeding of these early maturing varieties is cone
drought. 


at Katumani near Machakos, where Mr. E. Omolo is the assistant
 

maize breeder.
 

The results of variety trials of the late maturing hybrids
 

at 34 locations indicates the increased yieldcs already obtained
 

by the development of improved varieties and adapted hybrids
 

Kitale II is an improved synthetic variety developed
(figure 1). 


from a local variety; H631 and H621 are three-way and double cross
 

hybrids developed from the local varieties; and H611 Is a variety
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Figure 1. Performance of Kenyp Varieties and hybridg


in 1964 at 34 locations.
 



betwen 111ale II and Ecuador 573 (a variety Introducedao" 

fteM 0a610.a America). The superiority of this latter hybrid 

over Iow tamers varieties is even greater at the higher 

altimt ~l (50% at e,000 and 100% at 7,000 feet), 

My of recurrent selection even further yieldaes 

and Tc. 67a which
increaleS can be obteined in Kitale II 

should *Lee result in increased yields of the variety cross 

hybrid. Estimates of genetic variances were obtained in the 

research project from the plant-.row recurrentmaize eneties 

The estimates ofselection program in 1964, (table 1). 


A new composite
increases in yield per yeer (G) are also given. 


variety, litale Composite A (formerly Kitale IV) has been formed 

by random mating H811. The corresponding estimates are also 

given for this composite. 

The observed increase in yield obtained after one cycle 

ner acreof plant-row seleotion in this population is 3.6 owt. 


or 10% which agrees woell with predicted progrews. These data
 

were obtained from two replications at three looations in 1965. 

Seleetion will be continued in this variety and similar
 

increases in yield are expected each year until the genetic
 

If this progress can be mpintained
variance begins to decrease. 


yields will be doubled w:hich is p-.grater
f~r toen years, 

advance thsn achieved through hybrids in the U. S. over the 

This progress per year from recurrent selectionpast 30 yeare. 


is also rch greater than obtained from any similar program
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Table 1. 	Estimates of genetio parameters for three maize
 
varieties in 1964.
 

Genetic
 
Eo. 573 Kitale Comp. A
Pnraineters Kitale II 


(7 10 - 4 57 -10 	 29- 7 

ge	 14 7 19- 7 20- 9ae 


a- 109 9 95± 8 133 1 

G 
cwt/A. 1.7 6.1 	 3.4
 

8
Per cent 4 	 13 


*go age) -nd a e are the enetic variance, genotype-environ

ment-cl Inter&ction end experimental error variance components. 
is ,'n esti ,te of '.;c expecte. gain per year from recurrent 

selection.
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in the U. S. but has been equalled-in Mexico, Columbia and other 

areas with varieties also having considerable genetic variation. 

Kitale Composite A will be released for commercial production 

The improved variety
in 1966 for farmers unable to buy H611. 


from each cycle of recurrent selection will be increased and
 

released so that the variety available to farmers will be
 

improved each year.
 

More Centrel American varieties have been obtained and
 

oomposited as Kitale Composite 0. A oomposite of local varletlee,
 

Because of the
Kitale Composite B, has also been formed. 


greater genetic veriation in these composites and the heterosis
 

between them, recurrent selection is expected to produce even
 

better varieties and variety cross hybrids from these oomposites
 

than from Kitale II and Ec573. The selection of the method
 

of recurrent selection to be used in these composites will
 

greatly effect future Improvement of the variety cross hybrids.
 

Hence, the results of the comparisons of the various recurrent
 

selection methods is of great importance to the applied breeding
 

progrsm in Kenya end all other developing oountries.
 

Yield trials involving the following recurrent seleotion
 

methods were conducted in 1965:
 



Method 	 Variety No. of ploto
 

300
 

396
 

-,css selection 	 Kitale Composite A 


Plant-row 	 Kitale II 


Ec. 573 398
Plant-row 


Aecurrent selection
 
for general com
bining ability Kitale Composite A 1000
 

Pl.nt-row Kitale Composite A 2388
 

Reciprocal Recurrent
 
Selection Kitale II 800
 

Reciprocal Recurrent
 
Ec. 573 	 800
6election 


Crosses vere mede in the nurseries so that the additional
 

methods will be in yield trisls in 1966 in Kitale Composite A:
 

S1 progeny testing; snd recurrent selection for general combining
 

ability using a low yielding and a high yielding tester.
 

A further illustration of the effectiveness of recurrent
 

selection methods is provided by the spectacular progress
 

r.chieved by applying them at Katumani. The Local White variety
 

i:as selected for eerliness but not for yield with the increases
 

in yield under low rainfall and short seaesons shown in figure 2
 

for Katuraani Syn. I and Syn. III but decreased yields with
 

hioher rrainfall. An early variety, Taboran, was introduced
 

from Tannica (originally Tavoran of the Mexican race
 

Salvador, 



40
 

>20
 

10
 

0
 
8 10 12 14
 

Rainfall (inches)
 

Figure 2., 	Yields of a Local White variety end two
 
synthetics developed from it. (eight
 
environments 1963-65)
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Selections froM this variety, from a local yellow variety and
 

from several Wisconsin hybrids were compooited to form Katumani
 

Syn. II with the resulting yield increoses sho~m in figLure 3.
 

K[Ituiiani Syn IV has been subsecuently developed by recurrent
 

selection for yield from Syn. II. Recent results give the
 

comparisons showm in table 3, in which Katumani Syn. IV has
 

outyielded Katumani II by 350. Although the recurrent
 

selection method used in producing Katumani Syn. IV required
 

five seasons, proposed modifications should produce similar
 

pro.Jress in the future in three seasons. Hence, the potential 

yiela of synthetic varieties very probably can be doubled in 

ten seasons or five ye.rs at Katumani also. 

The cross of Katuimani Syn. II and Syn. III rlso gSve 

yiel& increases over the orrentrl varieties (table 4). The 

co,posite formed froia rzndor mrnting thl v&riety cr)c, iXatumani 

Syn. III x Katumani 6yn. IV, will be relecsed to firmers as 

Keatuviani ComposLte A, .o . exPected t *ive even higher 

yields thcn Katwneuni IV. 

B-ccuse of the extremely short duration of the i ains 

usually occurring in the Ktuinani area, the food supoly is 

usually lizited and ft:mine relief ie often necessary. 

Importvtions of 150,000 tons of Americrn maize hpvc been
 

required to allevinte the food shortage in Kenya this year
 

et a cost of approximately 4ll,000,O00. ,hen delivered in 

Kenya. The major shortage, as usual, is from the region
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Figure 3. Yields of Taboran and an improved ynthtto' 
tAvAlonad from it (eiwht environments 19066) 
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.'le 3. Yiei.,s (cx 
nthetic 

t,' c.pe) of 
v'aietie3. 

infloroved early mvturing 

Varlety 

K"'CLu;. r! 

Krturan . 

S._ J2 
1c '- ...... 

inif", c.ll 

Sy. 

z«. 

,. 

. 

:. 

Short .rin ].964-65 

Krtur.,n Kc,moi Yr 
1.1,,we 

I .27.2 

111 '29.0 27. 4 

T-94 
2 

. 4. B 4. 8 

!1.5 20.6 

Long 

I, 

Rein 1965 

tLm, ni 

11.2 

9.8 

I16.6 

18.2 

5.3 

'leqn 

20.6 

22. 0 

?1. 

29. 4 



Table 4. Yi-elds (ct/acre) of the variety cross, parental varieties and the
 
composite formed from the variety cross of two early maturing
 
synthetics.
 

Variety Kampi Ye.Mawe ... KatumanM 
Mean 

1963/64 1964 1964/65 1963/64 1964 1964/65 1965 

Katumani Syn. II 24.0 18.8 25.0 43.4 37.2 30.6 16.6 2S.0 

Katumani Syn. III 23.2 14.6 21.8 43.4 39.0 23.8 9.9 25.0 

Syn. III x Syn. II 30.0 24.2 28.6 58.8 44.6 33.0 19.4 34.0 

Katumani Composite A*27.4 20.6 27.0 46.4 39.8 30.2 18.6 30.0 

Rainfall (inc.) 20.4 10.6 20.8 30.1 14.6 11.5 5.3
 

*Katuman. Composite A is (Katuman IV x Katumani III) random mated.
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If the improvedserved by the Keturani breedin. prori. 

localvarieties developed at Katumanli were growm by the 

f£ruiers usin- recirIend*ied agronomic prr'ctices, food shortag(es 

not completely elimin-ted ss
vould be extreuel, rare if 

the obtained in yield triols In the
demonstrated by results 

The lnd vos fallowirn (talleslonu In-s1965 	 3 dnd 4). 

but was only 11.5 inchesduring the previous serson there 

of rain. The trial wcs dry-plfnted so thqt oll Pvoilable 

ioisture wos utilized. When only 5.3 inches of rain fell 

durin5 the 1965 , in ser on, all other crops in the are 

some of the extension serviceiere a complete fcllure ex.ceot 


This combin-
Cemonstration iplots olcrnteO in s simA]ir manner. 


- btize ronr..... 	 aond extensinn ,o'rk
atLon of nmaiz , n 


h ve pro I -),1 t - tlonJ0 	 r-0 'L U.nere,.s c nnu:l f,-ine 

is only r tE3 or ry ,:,c' surerelief 

mpize breeding; pro-avn for nedium maturLingThe Embu 

:t b:i: usi l ,1>meth-.ods thl-t hT d L:iLK v"ricties is 

been so t 1:]e mndfrinKr twrni. 	 ofccssful I-llePnIcc" 

V-ol , I-,r- c . :,. e ,r..n ,.l". [-... . .
 
].oc,l tlies u. 


.t,
j)bte.nedi f'r:v >~n.rt nd 6outh tiiericc, LnIt< t*. 

M IL1 ;aP t•'It V *r i ti.
other AfiIcfn countliees. c sue 


li .tony 1.,t Afrirol, ,,ems, ,-co•oper, 1 ? tpijl

reiuifed 

rnzn" ,
been desineld. 1,,aize breeders and .'rnmo..ts fro.I, TF


Uande, an1:enye have a..reed to conO!uct this :ril t, .5 

loc tiLns in tl:e 1C3/23 .,2'sorn, The triel .ill provide 



information on genotype-variety interections. This informetion
 

will be used to decide whether several separate breeding proz.rrms
 

are required or whether one coordinpted program can produce the
 

necessary medium maturing varieties and hybrids for all of Hrst
 

Africa. The best varieties in this trial will be selected for
 

more extensive testing in order to form tio high yielding
 

composites suitable for future breeding work. The variety
 

cross of these composites will be released as the commercial
 

hybrid and recurrent selection will be initiated to give
 

continued improvement.
 

Not only has the iaize Research Section been extremely
 

effective in developing imiproved varieties end hybrids, but
 

in cooperation with the extension service, they also have
 

been successful in getting the hybrid varieties into com;iercinl
 

production on both large scale and small farms. Firstly, the
 

Kenya Seed Company in cooperation with the Maize Research
 

Section has produced the seed of this superior product at a
 

reasonable cost and packaged it in a suitable manner--200 lb. 

bags for large scale farmers and 20 lb. bags for small fnriners 

at A18.50 and Q2.10, respectively. Secondly, the extension 

service has established a program of demonstration plote with 

the goal of having an acre of hybrid maize properly growm 

within walking distance of every small farmer. These are 

package deals in which the farmer must agree to buy hybrid 

seed, fertilizer and insecticide and to carry out appropriate 
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agronomic practices. In return the a!gricultu3.,.l offiaers of
 

the extension service give advice and supervision.. Land
 

preparation fnd -aRnting operations are used Ps method demon

the harvest is used as q result demonstration.strations ond 

Instend of the 35 - 50 per cent increoses in yield exoected 

due 16o superior hybrid varieties, yield increpses of 200 to 

300 per cent are obtained from the c)inbinetion of improved 

seed ,.nd -rondfic or,. ctlces. 2heress, little success was 

obtained previously in getting i,o'rovecd agronomic practices
 

seed has been used as . "lever".adopted, hybrid 

The following fig,-ures -ive the approximate expansion of 

expected productionhybrid maize in KenyE based on past and 

of hybrid seed. 

Owt. of Hybrid Approximate Acreages Growm 
Year 
 seed produced 

Large Scale Small Scale 

Farms Frrms 

80 390 10
1963 


196^4 6,000 27,000 3,000
 

52,000 18,000
1965 14,000 


1966 (24,000) (55,000) (65,000)
 

1967 (,0,000) (100,000) (50,000)
 

Figures in parentheses are expect'e' figuies. 



Seed sufficient to plant 300,000 ac'oes was ordered for 1966. 

Even though seed production was nerrly doubled in 1965, the 

demand by small scale farmers increased so grently that the 

supply was completely inadeciuate. This demonstrates (contrary 

to the common supposition that peasant farmers will not buy 

hybrid seed) that :;iven :,ood quality seed of high yielding 

hybrids at a reasonable price, small scale farmers will buy 

and continue to buy it and nct plant second generation seed. 

In order to familiarize other E~stern African maize,
 

sorghum, and millet breeders vith the recent developments in
 

maize breer in ; and to help coor(linnte the breeding prograns, 

a riaize-Sorghum-!.illet l.orkshop Conference was held at Kitnle, 

Jctober 13-16. Delegates from Sudan, Somalia, Tanzania, 

Zamabia, ;nd Rwands 

the conference. Interest in recurrent selection was stimulated 

and a nore extensive exch,.n:je of breedinj mrterial has 

resulted from this c nference. The ::eize Geneticist also 

attended a siir.iltr conference in western Afica Pt Zaria, 

Uganda, Kenya, -inalai, pprticipated in 

N:% eria, October 1 - 8, 


